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Black Doctors: AMA Apology For Racism--First Step 
New Efforts to Draw 
Attention to Racial 
Disparities in Health 
The Black Voice News 
By Chris Levister 
California Wellness 2007 
Champion of Health Professions 
Diversity Award and former presi-
dent of the Vines Medical Society, 
Ernest Levister, M.D. has poignant 
memories of being the only Black 
doctor in exclusive medical training 
programs during the 1960s and 70s. 
Because of the colcir of his skin and 
the bar from organized medicine, he 
was prevented from seeing patients 
in most hospitals and health clinics. 
So when the American Medical 
Association, formally apologized 
this month for more than a century 
of discriminatory practices - it was 
long over due but a first step. 
"For years the AMA ignored the 
touchstone of Hippocratic Oath "Do 
No Harm" when it came to African-
American doctors and patients," 
explains Dr. Levister, a Black Voice 
News health columnist for more 
than 20 years. "By acquiescing in 
injustice, the AMA perpetuated atti-
tude!< and practices that contributed 
to a serious health and education gap 
between Blacks and whites that still 
exists." 
A panel convened by the AMA in 
2005 concluded that "For more than 
100 years, many state and local med-
ical societies. openly discriminated 
against Black physicians, barring 
them from membership, profession-
al support and advancement." 
' "In offering an apology, the AMA 
recognizes that contrition cannot 
remove the stain left by a legacy of 
discrimination," Ronald Davis, the 
associations immediate past presis 
dent wrote in a JAMA commentary 
that was published with the report. 
The apology is part of the AMA's 
efforts to reconcile and call attention 
to the paucity of Black physici~ns 
and health disparities, including dis-
proportionate rates of many diseases 
among Blacks and other minorities. 
While Blacks represent roughly 13 
percent of the U.S. population, less 
than 3 percent of the nation's 1 mil-
lion doctors and medical students 
are Black. 
The National Medical Association, 
which was founded in the 19th cen-
tury by Black physicians who were 
barred from the AMA, welcomed 
the apology. "We commend the 
AMA for taking this courageous step 
and coming to grips with a litany of 
discriminatory practices that have 
had a devastating effect on the 
health of African Americans," said 
Nelson L. Adams, MD, NMA presi-
deqt. "In fact, the NMA owes, its 
v~ry existence, in part to these 
inequities which forced African-
American physicians to found their 
own rpembership prganization." 
· See AMA, Page A-4 
'Bill Pickett Rodeo Brings Fun 
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Bull rider amazes the crowd. 
The Black Voice News 
CITY OF INDUSTRY 
By Cheryl Brown 
The Bill Pickett Rodeo blazed into the City 
of Industry for the first time in its 2 I-year his-
toiy and the change of venue was welcomed 
by the many Inland Empire residents who 
attended. Cowboys and girls from all over the 
nation put on a nail biting and exciting show. 
See RODEO, Page A-8 
Operation Phoenix Eyed As National Model 
Baxter: Look for the 
Silver Lining 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Chris Levister 
. "When Thomas Edison invent~d the light 
bulb he tried many different filaments. He 
had a lot of blown up pieces of glass before he 
came up with the right combination." 
That's the voice of reason 2nd Ward San 
Bernardino City Councilman Dennis Baxter 
hopes his colleagues will hear amid the 
• gnashing of teeth, finger pointing and politi-
, cal flame throwing over the city's troubled 
,crime fighting initiative, Operation Phoenix. 
: The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Naomi Bonman 
, Throughout the last few years, the 
United States has been in turmoil and 
with the election right around the comer 
and the hopes of the first Black presi-
dent, citizens in every state are striving 
for change including residents in the 
Inland Empire. Bessie Miller-Gaylord 
,and Bruce Williams started an Inland 
Empire Obama Coalition where they 
meet several times a month. 
The Inland Empire Coalition is a new 
,group' in Riverside County that is striv-
,ing to make a change in our nation. 
'Their primary goal is to get more people 
Much like Edison's early trials, Operation 
Phoenix is a "work in process that must be 
saved," said Baxter after surveying residents 
in his district located in the shadow of the 
program's flagship youth center. 
"Sure, they're concerned; but I'm hearing 
resoundingly 'this cannot be shut down'. 
That this has been an innovative program 
• for my children," said Baxter. 
But for all 'of its troubles the program is 
attracting growing national attention from 
cities, law enforcement agencies, schools and 
civic organizations looking for solutions to 
spiraling crime and drug activity. 
Sources involved with the Second Chance 
Act which authorized up to $3(,() million for 
prisoner reentry services iri 2009 and 20 I 0 
say federal officials are looking closely at the 
San Bernardino program. Second Chance 
2nd Ward San Bernardino City Councilman Dennis Baxter (seated 2nd left) says the trou-
bled Operation Phoenix program is a "work In process" that must be saved for future gen• 
eratlons. "Thomas Edison didn't invent the lightbulb on the first try." 
funds programs, many of them faith-based, 
which prepare prisoners for the transition 
from prison to society. Baxter says the cities 
of Santa Ana, Oakland and Pico Rivera are 
also·looking "closely" at the program. "We're 
examining the data to include tracking overall 
crime rates and public perception," said a 
Santa AI)a official who asked not to be 
named. Recently Santa Ana officials toured 
the Sierra Way center and met with members 
of the City Council. 
"This is a role model. For the first time in 
ihe nation we're seeing a program that uses 
the elements of•prevention, intervention and 
suppression effectively to fight crime," said 
Baxter. "All sources up and down the state 
who have looked at what we're doing say this 
See PHOENIX, Page A-4 
A Nation Striving for Change 
Inland Empire Coalition 
· to the polls in November and to make 
people aware of what Barrack Obama 
can do for the country. They believe at 
the end of the day people are going to . 
vote for who they want, but at least be 
aware of other options. 
tons, and hats. The coalition also plans 
to go to different malls throughout the 
Inland Empire to set up booths to get 
people to register to vote. 
The next scheduled Inland Empire 
Obama Coalition meeting will be on 
... primary goal is to get more people to the polls in 
November and to make people aware of what Barrack 
Obama can do for the country 
The Inland Empire Coalition plans to 
have several campaigns in order to 
attract more members to the coalition 
and to get more registered voters. Some 
of the coalitions are selling t-shirts, but-
August 2nd. 
If you would like more information 
on the Coalition contact Bessie Miller-
Gaylord at 951. 217,9292. 
It wasn't until the 1960s that t 
AMA took a strong stance again~ 
pollcles dating to the 1800s tha 
barred Blacks from some state 
and local medical societies, a 
prequlslte for obtaining hospital 
privileges. 
K'rump World 
Mourns Death of 
Christopher 
"Cornbread" Jackson 
The Black Voice· News 
RIVERSIDE 
By BVN Staff 
On July I 8, 2008 Christopher 
"Cornbread" Jackson, also known as Lil 
Raske! in the Krump world, was shot at 
a party in Fontana and passed away the 
following day at Arrowhead Medical 
Center. 
At the time of his death, Jackson was 
enrolled at Riverside Community 
College and was planning on trying out 
for the basketball team in the fall. 
He was also a cast member of 
Buckworld One, a hip hop theatre pro-
duction that fuses Krump dance, spoken 
word and video footage. As anyone who 
knew him will attest, Jackson was an 
outstanding Krump dancer who could be 
found taking part in sessions on any 
given weekend somewhere in Southern 
California. 
See CORNBREAD, Page A-4 
Radio Tribute 
Remembers Slain 
UCR Professor . 
Lindon Barrett 
The Bfqck Voice Newr 
RIVERSIDe 
... 
Barrett explored homoeroticism 
In Black culture, and was an advi-
sor on the Steven Spielberg fi lm 
"Amlstad". He had been working 
on a book examining slavery's 
effect on North America. 
By BVN Staff 
A week after his death, friends 
and former students Monday 
shared memories of ~•: 
Lindon Barrett, a popular art , 
outspoken English professor at ~ 
Riverside. ~ 
The live tribute was broadc~. 
over UC radio stations KUCR ani 
KUC!. Barrett taught at UC lrv~e-
for several years before moving o 
to Riverside about a year ago. T~e · 
46-year-old professor specialize 
in African-American literature a~d 
culture. Former students spoke ofa 
man with profound influence . • 
"He made you think. He made 
you sweat but he cared deeply for 
his students;" said student Andrea 
Paulson. 
"He took his students under his 
wings. He made sure they complet-
ed the journey to graduation," said 
See BARRETT, Page A-4 
E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.com P.O. Box 1581 , Rivers ide, California 92502 (951) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2007 http://www.blackvoicenews.com 
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The Drop Out Rate For 
Black Students in California: 
.. 
A Crisis 
Last week ttie Department Of Education teleased their new 
definition of a ''Drop Out" and the tracking system that will 
~ave cost us taxpayers over $33 million dollars when com-
plete. The new system requires each student to be assigned a 
special number that follows them throughout their school life. 
This is necessary in order to know when a student is not show-
ing up in any of our schools, however that's not what really 
got my attention. 
Instead, I was struck by the emphasis the report gave th~ 
§!atewide average of 24.2% of our students dropping out of 
school and sayiilg that was 
bad. Believe me it is bad to 
hear that 3 out of every 10 
students will not complete 
high school, especially in 
our society today. But then 
I looked much closer and 
saw that African 
, American students are 
tlropping out at a 41.6% rate as compared to 15.2% of White 
~tudents throughout the state of California-. We more than 
~ouble their drop out rate and nobody knows why the kids 
1 ' 
are leaving. 
: Looking more closely at the counties where African 
t )'\mericans live I found even more shocking rates: Alameda 
37.4 % , Contra Costa 42.3 % , Fresno SO.I%, Kern 39 .6 % , Los 
Angeles 42.3%, Riverside 33.8%, Sacramento 41.5%, San 
~ernardino 41.3%, San Diego 41.7%, San Francisco 41.4%, 
:Ventura 25.9% and San Joaquin at a whopping 53.4%. 
: Looking at the drop out rate in some specific school dis-
' tricts we see a similar pattern: Oakland 42.4 % , Compton 
' 43.0%, Inglewood 48.0%, Los Angeles 40.2%, Long Beach · 
28.4%, Moreno Valley 34.0%, San Bernardino 38.4%, 
&>ntana 24.4% and Rialto at 28.9%. I .saw a bright spot in 
~e report in Riverside where only 16.8% of Black students 
are not completing high schoo(, which is well below the 
statewide average. This district and community must be 
~oing something right when it comes to African American 
~tudents that should be put in a bottle to be taken around.the 
state. 
; When you look at the drop out rate by gender, once again 
¥rican American males are higher at 46.6% as compared to 
the statewide average for boys at 27.S % • Our girls are trying 
to keep up with the boys with a 36.5% drop out rate as com- ' 
pared to the average rate of 20.6% for females. 
I said to myself this is devastating. This is worse than any 
Katrina hurricane. These non-graduating students will live 
forever in the unforgotten world of hopel~ness and in the 
lockdown of prisons and poverty. They will not get the bene-
fits of our government, Red Cross~ United Way, churches and 
other community organizations providing services uni~ we -
• the Black media -- shine a light on this problem. 
Yes I know that we as parents have the major responsibil-
ity because like Barack Obama and Bill Cosby have said, 
some of us are missing in action, while others are too busy 
eking out a living and some don't have the time or skills to 
help their own. Then we have thos~ w.ho are working two to 
three underpaid jobs trying to equal one good paying job. 
Even with that we are still responsible and can not offer any 
excuse for not providing parental guidance. 
All my life I have heard educators ask for more money to 
educate our kids. Everybody says give me more money and 
we will reduce drop out rates, we will improve graduation 
rates, we will cure cancer, we will reduce the cost of gas. Then 
they get the money and Blacks are still twice as likely to be 
unemployed, still dropping out of our schools in greater num-
bers, still get less contracts from our government when it 
comes to procurement opportunities, and remain double digit 
in unemployment while getting paid less on jobs as superin-
tendents' and teachers' salaries go up like the Black drop out 
rate. 
When Black parents and community groups seek out spe-
cial programs to assist with helping solve these problems, they 
are told we can't do 'that because of race. When our children 
seek employment they are told another language is required. 
Even in some school districts the word is if you are Black 
there is n~ need for you to apply. It is as if our governm~nt is 
working against Blacks while taking an oath to make policies 
at would benefit all its citizens especially our children. 
~: We must lift our voices and marshal our resources to fight 
tltis fight for our children if we want to live on as a people. We 
• 
ust come together like never before to shake the halls of 
cramento and local school districts and demand action. We 
Oiust let each political official "Meet the Press" with tough 
,iestions and we must demand answers or action. These sta-
tt)ti.cs are for real and will require new bold public policies to 
l,isist in turning our education system around for Black stu-
~ . 
ents. 
:~ When the crime rate rises, we come up with more money to 
light it: with more staff, better equipment, helicopters, dogs, 
• ns, computers and hire police officers that will not live i~ 
• e city they are hired to protect. When banks fail through 
t}ld management, we come with money to bail them out. 
hen other countries have emergencies, we raise money to 
•$sist with helping them get back on their feet. When people 
&°iiild homes in hazard areas of our state against the,. sound 
t<Ivice of planners, we rally to their aide during the crisis 
~cause we are caring people. This is what we do as civilized 
pople when faced with a human crisis. Well this is a crisis for 
Qiir African American children in the California education 
~stem and we must act now. 
Building Better Communities 
,t . 
Thursday, July 24, 20Q8 
Are Alternative Energy Policies Causing Rising Food Prices? 
For more than twepty-five years, I 
worked with the State of California in 
various capacities on issues related to 
agriculture and natural resource man-
agement. During that time I have wit-
nessed droughts, floods, crop diseases 
and market turbulence. But now our 
state, nation and entire world face a new 
source of instability to agricultural mar-
kets unlike anything we have seen in the 
past: the diversion of food crops for fuel 
production, driven by policies of our 
own government. 
[n 2005, Congress passed a law 
requiring the blending of set amounts of 
corn-based ethanol into our nation's fuel 
supply and in 2007, Congress passed 
the Energy Independence And Security 
Act that drastically upped the mandate. 
Under this law, frr 2008 the U.S. shall 
blend 9 billion gallons of corn-ethanol. 
Next year, the law mandates an 
increase to 10.5 billion gallons, going 
all the way up to 15 billion gallons by 
2015. This mandate rises every single 
year,'no matter what the price of corn is. 
As a result of this policy, this year 
about one-third of all U.S. corn will be 
turned into fuel according to the USDA 
(World Agriculture Supply And 
Demand Estirnates-459, June 10, 2008). 
By 2012, there is the potential for burn-
ing about 40 percent of our corn into 
fuel. · 
Inevitably, this new source of demand 
has driven up food prices. Add on top of 
that the recent tragic flooding. in Iowa, 
which threatens to destroy much of this 
year's corn crop and prices have hit all-
time records of around $8/bushel. 
High corn prices don't just impact 
corn products, because corn is the pri-
mary ingredient of animal feed. So 
higher corn prices translate directly to 
higher prices for milk, chicken, beef, 
and eggs. Moreover, as corn fetcjies a 
higher market price it potentially leads 
farmers to grow Less wheat, soy and 
other crops - thus, driving up those 
prices, too. 
So it is no surprise that we now face a 
food inflation crisis. Here in the U.S., 
food prices are rising at the fastest pace 
in two decades. Around the world, food 
prices have jumped over 80% in the last 
three years. And those figures don't take 
into account the impact of the recent 
floods . 
These dramatic food price increases 
have led to riots in developing nations. 
Here at home, food banks are struggling 
to provide food to the needy. This is 
tough for all families at a time of eco-
nomic downturn. But for working class 
families, particularly communities of 
color that are already strilggling to cope 
with economic challenges, the spike in 
food prices can be devastating. Families 
living paycheck to paycheck, having to 
spend an extra 5 or IO or 15 percent per 
Drue Brown 
week on groceries can mean not being 
able ·10 afford medicine; it can mean not 
being able to invest in a child's ~duca-
tion; it can mean not being able to save 
and ultimately winding up victim to the 
predatory lenders that stalk our neigh-
borhoods. 
And we have only barely begun to 
feel the pain. Remember, the mandates 
go up every year. That means that prices 
are likely to keep escalating. 
The bottom line is that current poli-
cies are pushing our nation and world 
into perilous uncharted waters. While 
ethanol may off-set a tiny portion of our 
_oil consumption, the fact is people can 
drive less. They can't stop eating. The 
spike in food prices being caused in part 
by biofuels is a massive threat to the 
most needy among us. 
At a recent emergency summit held 
by the United Nations in Switzerland, 
Jean Ziegler testified that the United 
States burned 138 million tons of corn 
last.year and transformed it into'ethanol. 
During an interview Ziegler said, 
"Burning food today so as to serve the 
mobility of the rich countries is a crime 
against humanity." 
The above statement is just one more 
testan1ent why it is up to us - the citi-
zens of California and people across the 
nation - to make our voices heard. 
Congress needs to reexamine alternative 
energy fuel polices that do not negative-
ly impact the nations and the world's 
food supply. 
Drue Brown served over two terms as 
a board member on the California State 
Board of Food and Agriculture and he is 
the owner of AgCEL, ,a natural 
resources consulting and management 
company providing professional expert-
ise and support to government and com-
mercial clients in the areas of agricul-
ture, the natural environment and pro}•. 
ecz management. In addition, Mr. Brown 
is a former fellow of the California 
Agricultural Leadership Program, and 
Chair of the Board of Directors of the 
California Capital Sm.all Business 
Development Corporation. 
The Cost of Living Green 
1 am a fan of environmentalists and the 
environmental movement. Those citizens 
advocating for our environment provide a 
useful service to the rest of us - particularly 
those in government and industry by remind-
ing us of the necessity for prudence when 
considering the current and future heallh of 
our planet. 
I am dismayed, however, at the increasing 
equation of environmental consciousness 
with morai righteousness and the rampant 
consumerism that has attached itself to the 
environmental movement. The resulting mix 
is an unsavory moral consumerism that stinks 
to high heaven. Save the planet, save your 
soul. All it costs you is a few dollars. 
That's the old time religion for you! And 
the current problem with living green is the 
same problem with absolution purchased 
with gold: the more disposable income you 
have the more morally superior you can 
become. 
Where eternal damnation is not concerned, 
however, most folk - the rich included - tend 
to be guided by their economic concerns. The 
fact is that, right now, living eco friendly is a 
luxury reserved for those with plenty of mean 
green as they say (or used to say) on the 
streets. The failure to embrace green attitudes 
because of their expense is not a moral failure 
on the part of consumers, but rather an inabil-
ity on the part of green manufacturers to com-
Joseph C. PhllliP,S 
pete in the marketplace. 
'There is, for example; a reason new-home 
builders do not equip each new home with 
solar panels, and if my neighborhood is any 
indication, our neighbors- are not rushing to 
attach solar panels to their roofs. None of us 
has a love of paying the utility company each 
month. The.fact is, however, that as promis-
ing as much of the solar technology is (and 
huge strides have been made over the years) 
it still remains an economic loser for average 
homeowners. 
Figures range, but for an average two thou-
sand square foot home one could expect to 
pay upwards of $30, 000 (before labor) to 
outfit their home with solar power. Even with 
the tax breaks and credits that you receive, it 
is unlikely that your savings in energy cost 
will pay for the purchase within the time you 
own the home. To be sure, there are nations 
. that have embraced the solar power. Japan 
comes to mind. However, they do it through 
government subsidy. Americans thankfully 
are still not convinced that they ought to be 
responsible for heating their neighbors' 
homes. 
For years, home cooks have been reading 
about the promise of using electromagnetic 
energy or induction heat to cook food. Well, 
the future is here. The problem is that the 
cook tops are still relatively expensive even 
for hoi,ie cooks looking to splurge. General 
Electric (GE) sells a 30 inch induction cook 
top for about $2,000. Compare that with the 
GE gas or electric cook tops that range in 
price from $331 to $550. Even if one is pon-
dering high end models like Viking or Wolf, 
you will still pay a full $500 dollars less than 
the GE induction top. 
And what about everyday consumer 
items? 
A quick and admittedly unscientific survey 
of my local grocery store revealed that there 
is often a staggering price difference between 
eco friendly products and those that we 
morally depraved consumers choose to pur-
chase. 
The cost of an everyday name brand clean': 
er was half as much as the eco friendly clean-
er. The name brand laundry detergent was 1 q 
cents per load cheaper than the eco friendly 
soap. Store brand butter was half as much per 
pound as the organic brand and the energy 
smart light bulbs were four times as expen-
sive as the traditional incandescent bulbs, 
(which for my money give .off a brighter 
light). 
There was some good new . A 12 roll 
pack of eco friendly toilet paper was exactly 
the same price as my name brand. In pursuii 
of a greener lifestyle this is, I imagine, as 
good a place to start as any. 
Many of the price differences of other 
products were admittedly small - a few cents 
here or there, and as 1 am as eager to breathe 
clean air and drink clean water as anyone 
else, there is room for my family to incorpo-
rate some changes into our lifestyle. 
1 don't mind a little prodding by the tree 
huggers. I do objeci to the moralizing when 
there could be time better spent creating prod-
ucts that will enable all of us to live more 
cleanly while still enjoying that jingle in our 
pockets. 
Road to Brown Paved the American Way 
By Gary L. Flowers 
NNPA Columnist 
This week, the Commonwealth of Vrrginia 
dedicated a statue on the grounds of the State 
Capitol in memory of the courageous children, 
persistent parents, and legendary lawyers 
involved in the Davis v. Prince Edward County, 
Va. legal case outlawing racial segregation in 
· American public schools. 
The Davis case became one of five legal 
cases famously consolidated into arguably the 
most important American court ruling ·of the 
20th Century, Brown v. Board of Education of 
Topeka, Kansas. The Road to Brown paved the 
American way. Parents in Kansas' Sumner 
Elementary; South Carolina's Summerton High 
School; Virginia's Robert Russa Moton ,High 
School; the District of Columbia's John Philip 
Sousa Junior High School; and Delaware's 
Howard High School would petition the Court 
in the five cases consolidated into Brown v. 
Board of Education. 
The road to Brown began with the trailblaz-
. ing work of legendary lawyer Charles 
Hamilton Houston, who in the 1930s, traveled 
to Clarendon County, S.C. with movie camera 
in hand to film first-hand the unequal public 
school facilities in the American South. 
Houston's footage would reveal one-room, dirt-
floor, multi-grade school houses with outdoor 
plumbing for Black children juxtaposed against 
multi-room, tile-floored, single grade facilities 
with indoor plumbing built for White children. 
The problem was that all residents of 
Clarendon County paid taxes, yet school hous-
es were unequally funded. 
Charles Hamilton Houston returned to his 
home of Washington, DC, and became the first 
day-school dean of the Howard University Law 
School. While serving as dean, Houston influ-
enced a generation of civil rights attorneys who 
would ultimately turned racially restrictive Jim 
Crow laws and the United States Constitution 
in favor of the egalitarian principles articulated 
in the Declaration of Independence. Among his 
brightest students were attorneys Thurgood 
Marshall and Oliver Hill. Of course., Mr. 
Marshall would argue Brown v. Board of 
Education in the United States Supreme Court 
prior to becoming the first African-American to 
serve on the High Court. 
Mr. Hill would open a law practice in 
Virginia, and with his partners - Spottswood 
Robinson, Samuel Tucker, Henry Marsh, and . 
Martin E. Martin - would argue the Davis case 
in Farmville, Va. 
The case began with unequal school facili-
ties that particularly . affected one student, 
Barbara Johns, who initiated a student walkout 
to protest inferior quality of school and to peti-
tion Prince Edward County, VA to build and 
fund public schools equally, regardless of race. 
As an NAACP attorney, Mr. Hill took the 
case and won in the U.S. District Court. But 
Barbara Johns and her classmates were still 
barred by Virginia from attending all-White 
schools. In fact; the Prince Edward School 
District closed all county public schools, rather 
than racially desegregaie schools. 
Therefore, the Davis case was consolidated 
with cases from four other jurisdictions and 
taken to the Supreme Court. The ·rest is history. 
The Supreme Court's ruling of 1954 in Brown 
v. Board of Education, as law of the land, not 
only overturned the separate-but-equal doctrine 
of Plessy v. Ferguson· (1896), but desegregated 
public facilities across the nation. The tragic 
and triumphant racial events known as the 
modem Civil Rights Movement would follow: 
T~II Us What You Think 
Send your thoughts or comments 
' 
to the Publisher, .Hardy Brown at 
hardybrown@blackvoicenews.com 
\.l 
the murder ofEmmit Till (1955); Montgomery, 
Ala. Bus Boycott (1 955); Desegregation of 
Central High School in Little Rock, Ark. 
(1957); Lunch counter sit-ins at NC A&T 
University (1%0); Birmingham, Ala. student 
marches (I 963); Civil Act of 1964; Voting 
Rights Act of 1965; and Fair Housing Act of 
1968, to name a few. All can be traced to the 
change in the law. · 
As a nation, we live in our faith, but live 
under the law. When the law changes, America 
changes. True American democracy began with 
Brown. In commemorating the students, par-
ents, and lawyers of the Brown v. Board of 
Education case, we celebrate the core of 
American values. We, as Americans should 
place the monuments to Brown in the five cities 
in the case on the same list of the nation's top 
memorials worthy of visiting. 
Gary L. Flowers is executive direcror and 
CEO of (he Black Leadership Forum. 
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Local Experts On Black 
Health Disparities To 
Speak At Meeting 
Governor Schwarzenegger Appoints Three to Riverside County Superior Court 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
A veteran of 35 years in the pub-
lic health arena, Dr. V. Diane 
Woods, and other community part-
ners with.in the African-American 
Health Institute will present results 
and follow-up interventions of the 
African American Health Planning 
Project of San Bernardino County 
at the 136th Annual Meeting & 
Exposition of the American Public 
Health Association in October. 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger announced the 
appointment of John G. Evans, 
Jorge C. Hernandez and L. Jackson 
Lucky IV to a judgeship in the 
Riverside County Superior Court. 
Evans , 54, of Riverside, has 
worked as a so_le practitioner since 
2004: and from 1996 to 2002. From 
2002 to 2004, he was a partner with 
the Law Offices of Evans & Plott 
LLP and, from 1985 to 1996, Evans 
worked for MacLachlan, Burford & 
Arias as an associate and partner. He 
John G. Evans Jorge C. Hernandez L. Jackson Lucky, IV 
was an associate with Furness, Flory 
& Middlebrook from 1981 to 1985 
and held the same position with 
Harding & Miller from 1979 to 
I 98 I. He earned a Juris Doctorate 
degree from CitrusBelt Law School 
and a Bachelor of Science degree 
from the University of California, 
Riverside. He fills the vacancy cre-
ated by the retirement of Judge 
Lawrence W. Fry. Evans is a 
Republican. 
Hernandez, 45 , of Riverside, bas 
worked as a sole practitioner since 
1994° and as a conflicts panel lawyer 
for Criminal Defense Lawyers since 
2002. Previously, he was a conflicts 
panel lawyer with the Criminal 
Defense Panel from 1994 to 2002. 
From 198~ to 1994, Hernandez was 
a deputy public defender with the 
Riverside Public Defenders Office. 
He earned a Juris Doctorate degree 
from the University of California, 
Hastings College of Law and a 
Bachelor of Arts degree from the 
University of California, Riverside. 
f!ernandez fills the vacancy created 
by the retirement of Judge H. 
Morgan Dougherty. Hernandez is a 
Democrat. 
Lucky, 39, of Riverside, has been 
a deputy district attorney with tlie 
Riverside County District Attorney's 
Office since 1994. He earned a Juris 
Doctorate degree from 
Southwestern University School of 
Law and a Bachelor of Fine Art's 
degree from DePaul University. 
Lucky fills the vacancy created by 
the retirement of Judge Dallas S. 
Holmes. Lucky is a Republican. 
The compensation for each posi-
tion is $178,789. The American Public Health 
Association Annual Meeting & 
Exposition runs from October 25 
through 29 at the Convention 
Cent!r in San Diego. 
For further details on all aspects 
of the event, call (909) 880-2600. 
UC Regents Approve Establishment of New\_Medical School at. UCR 
O'Connell To Give 
Undernourished 
Children More Access 
To Nutritious Meals 
The Black Voice News 
SACRAMENTO 
State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction Jack O'Connell 
announced that 52 grantees will 
share more than $ I million in start-
up and expansion grants for the 
School Breakfast and Summer 
Food Service Programs. 
"The Governor and I agree on 
the importance of ensuring that 
undernourished students have 
access to School Breakfast and 
Summer Food Service Program 
services," said O'Connell. "Access 
to nutritious meals through these 
programs is a critical component of 
our efforts to boost academic 
achievement because children may 
have difficulty concentrating · on 
learning and studying when they 
are hungry." 
"No child should ever come to 
school on an empty stomach, but it 
is a sad reality that more than half 
the children in California qualify 
for free and reduced-price meals in 
the National School Lunch and 
School Breakfast Programs ... " 
added O'Connell. 
School wfll Respond to 
Critical Regional and 
I 
Statewide Physician 
Shortfall 
The Black Voice News 
SANTA BARBARA 
The University of California Board of 
Regents approved establishment of a School 
of Medicine at the University of California, 
Riverside, paving the way for the state's first 
new public medical school in more than four 
decades. 
The vote of the governing board of the 
University of California, meeting at UC Santa 
Barbara, is the culmination of more than five 
years of intensive planning. The UCR campus 
will now launch the start-up phase of the 
medical school. 
"This is a proud day for UCR, one that 
will be celebrated on campus and in the com-
munity for many years to come," said UCR 
Acting Chancellor Robert D. Grey. 'We are 
deeply gratified by the Board of Regents 
action. It means that UCR is now in a position 
to respond to the healthcare crisis that is fac-
ing Inland Southern California and we are 
committed to building a medical schqol in 
which the entire State of California will take , 
great pride." , 
Maintaining momentum in the effort to 
establish a UCR School of Medicine was one 
of Grey's key objectives of his one-year 
tenure, which ends today. Timothy P. White, 
who assumes the chancellor position on 
Friday, July I 8, also attended today's Board 
of Regents meeting. · 
4·· ,,/ 
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'The action of the Regents is very wel-
come, and I applaud all individuals involved 
in the community and at the University who 
have shaped and supported this initiative,' 
White said. ' I consider the UCR School of 
Medicine of highest priority for the campus. 
As Chanc.ellor, I will carry forward the good 
work of my predecessors in making the med-
ical school a reality and provide leadership in 
helping meet the emerging healthcare and 
economic needs of Inland Southern 
California." 
Physician shortages are forecast at the 
national, state and regional levels. Within 
California, the Inland Empire faces a physi-
cian shortfall as high as 53 percent by 2015. 
To minimize the impact of a looming nation-
al shortage, the American Association of 
Medical Colleges has called for a 30 percent 
expansion in medical school enrollments 
nationally by 2015. 
The first incoming class of 50 medical 
students is projected to enroll in the UCR 
School of Medicine in fall 2012. 
") 
Concurrently, the medical school will launch 
residency programs to offer the required 
training for postgraduate medical students to 
achieve board certification and medical licen-
sure. Enrollment will ramp up gradually to a 
total of 400 medical students, I (JO residents 
and 100 graduate students. - · 
Key elements of the medical school's mis-
sion are training a diverse physician work-
force and developing research and healthcare 
delivery programs to improve the health of 
medically underserved populations.• Medical · 
students will undergo clinical rotations ·in 
community hospitals, clinics and medical 
practice groups, providing future doctors 
experience in a variety of healthcare settings. 
"The commitment to improving the health 
of the citizens of the region is a unique design 
feature of the medical school,' said Phyllis 
Guze, M.D., executive director of medical 
school planning. "We will place future doc-
tors from various backgrounds into diverse 
clinical settings, a perfect model for encour-
aging medical and culturnl growth and learn-
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In partnership with.UCLA, UCR has pro-
vided medical education for more than 30 
years through the UCR/UCLA . Thomas 
Haider Program in Biomedical Sciences. 
Established in 1974, the program offers the 
first two years of medical school instruction 
to admitted UCR students, after which stu-
dents transfer to the David Geffen School of 
Medicine at ' UCLA to finish their M.D. 
degrees. Since 2005, approximately 25 per-
cent of students in the UCR biomedical sci-
ences program have been from underrepre-
sented backgrounds. 
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. - Program Targets Victims Of Domestic Violence 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
. ' 
By Cheryl Brown 
Violence is ruining · our families 
and our communities and Ionia 
Osborne, founder of Sisters of 
Unlimited Love said she has spent 
many sleepless nights trying to make 
sure what happened in her life doesn't 
·happen to others. . 
Her organization is billed as cru-
saders against domestic violence. And 
they will be holding a concert to raise 
money to help a family for a year. 
"We intend to take a family in tran-
sition from a domestic violence shelter 
and adopt them for a year," said 
Osborne. They will help them with 
transportation, once a month 
makeovers for the mother, haircuts for, 
the children, give them a class in 
financial management, tutoring for the 
AMA 
Continued f~om Front Page 
Michelle Clark, MD, president of 
the California Goldep State Medical 
Society, a component of tbe NMA is 
not surprised by the AMA finding, 
"just amazed that it required three 
years of research to discover." Clark 
said while the apology calls atten-
tion to an awful history of discrimi-
natory practices it is a necessary 
first step toward the resolution of a 
greater problem·. 
"The apology is welcomed as the 
beginning to an end. It opens a por-
tal for stakeholders to work in part-
nership on these goals. This is 
essential as proponents of former 
attitudes remain in positions of 
decision making and perpetrate dis-
parities in education, research and 
service delivery. We look forward 
to AMA honoring their new com-
mitment to facilitate increasing the 
numbers of "minority" physicians 
w'ith the Minority Affairs 
Consortium. We will continue to 
work through the National Medical 
Association (NMA) in partnership 
with AMA on the Commission to 
End Health Care Disparities in 
activities such as the Doctors Back 
tu School program and the 
Foundations' Minority Scholars 
Awards ," said Clark in a statement. 
"After a hundred and fifty years, 
the AMA has finally admitted to 
.,._, ,. _' : ·:: ·" ' ,_,' ': .
kids, marshal arts to .teach self assur-
ance and just about anything the fami-
ly needs to stay out of the unhealthy 
relationship they came ·from. Lt will 
allow them to heal. The fami ly mem-
bers will have to reinain smoke and 
alcohol free. They will have to agree 
to professional counseling as well. 
The program on Saturday, July 26 
will feature: Warren Roberson, Gospel 
Poet, The Vines, Clarity (formerly 
3556) Gloria Negrete Gospel Family, 
God's Vessels, Lewis Morris, St. Paul 
A.M.E.'s Gospel Expressions, Lori 
Pitts Myers, Britney and Brianna 
Mitchell, Daryl Pryiono and Daniela 
Davis (BOM Spirit of Love Christian 
Church). • 
A representative from the District 
Attorney's office will speak and will 
be able to give advice to anyone who 
needs it that day. The variety show is 
based on three skits on domestic vio-
lence written by Denise Hunt of 
,. 
previous discriminatory practices a 
courageous first step toward healing. 
in the medical community. This will 
open the door to honest, candid dia-
logue, creating a healthier nation for 
the fuiure," said A.J. Rogers~ M.D., 
president of the Inland Empire 
NMA component Vines Medical 
· Society. 
"The National Medical 
Association was founded because 
African-American physicians were 
not permitted to join the racially 
segregated American Medical 
Association. Overt medical com-
munity racism left behind a legacy 
of poor health in minority commu-
nities , inadequate numbers of 
healthcare facilities and providers to 
treat the poor and underprivileged, 
resulting in centuries of health care 
disparities, excessive disease and 
premature death," Rogers said. 
Five years ago the AMA joined 
with the NMA and the National 
Hispanic Medical Association to 
create the Commission to End 
Health Care Disparities. The 
Minority Affairs Consortium 
(MAC) was created to address the 
specific needs of minority physi-
cians and to stimulate and support ' 
efforts to train more minority physi-
cians. The AMA's philanthropic 
arm provides $10,000 scholarships 
to medical students winners of the 
Minority Scholars Award. This year 
12 students received the awards. 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
called Break the Silence. · 
"People don't want to talk about it, 
but street violence comes from the 
home," said Osborne. The batterer 
needs help as weU. She said that the 
batterer most likely came from a home 
where he was a victim. "Me1;1 have 
been victims too and there are no serv-
ices for them. ln my own family my 
mother was battered, and the siblings 
either married batterers or in the boys' 
cases became batterers. lt became a 
vicious cycle that caused low self 
esteem," she said. "But this time I let 
God choose my husband and I have 
broken the vicious cycle," said 
· Osborne. 
Tickets for the variety show and 
concert are $15 and the event will be 
BARRETT 
Continued from Front Page 
student Evan Green. 
"He was just a rare, unique, strong 
person," said Katherine Kinney. 
CORNBREAD 
' Continued from Front Page 
He had recently decided that he want-
ed to pursue a career as a choreographer 
and was in the process of re-connecting 
with Buckworld One while re-gaining 
his focus on continuing his education. 
Jackson was also known to be a very· 
good barber and would take advantage 
of every opportunity to cut his friends ' 
hair. He had attempted to enroll in the 
Rosson Barber school through the San 
Bernardino School District last year in 
order to earn his license, but due to over-
crowding he was not allowed to enroll. 
A number of tributes have been 
planned and are ongoing, including car 
washes, The Fed Krump Session re-
named ''The Bread" in his honor this 
' Saturday; and a Buckworld One per-
formance at Cross Word Church in 
Riverside, Saturday August 2 at 5 p.m. 
Funeral services will be held Monday, 
July 28 at Loveland Church in Ontario. 
According to reports, Jackson was at a 
house party with 200-300 other partygo-
ers in Fontana when he was shot in the 
head. As of press time, police in vestiga-
tors have no suspect or motive. There is 
an ongoing investigation by the Fontana 
Police Department. Anyone with any 
inform11tion is encouraged to call (909) 
822-1121 or (909) 350-7720 
Jackson was the son of Dee Tucker of 
Victorville and had two sisters Shuanche 
and Shamara Jackson . 
. G6f};it a 11 .with 
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Bl.n,lle TM 
held at Sturges Center of Performing 
Arts, 780 N. E Street July 26, at 4:00 
PHOENIX · 
Continued from Front Page 
is working, it has in fact reduced crime and 
empowered our youth," said Baxter. 
Since the program was initiated-two years 
ago, statistics show overall crime in San 
Bernardino has declined by almost 13 percent 
and violent crime has dropped by almost 16 
percent. 
Utilizing a grant from The California 
Endowment, Baxter said the city plans to 
conduct an extensive evaluation of Operation 
Phoenix. He said if that data does in fact 
show progress in fighting crime, the prqgram 
is likely to be duplicated nationally. 
Operation Phoenix has been a political 
Kenny chaired the English depart-
ment at UC Riverside. She says 
Barrett was sometimes forced to 
defend his work . 
"When he had a strong disagree-
ment with powerful people, he stood 
_his ground, and had good reasons for 
p.m. For information call (909) 864-
1225 or (909) 520-1213. • 
whipping boy since Mayor Patrick Morris 
established the 18 point plan to give youths 
living in trouble areas a place to avoid crime 
and drugs. 
The program has been called everything 
from the "Morris's pet" to a financially drain-
ing, woefully mismanaged 'rumper room', 
not withstanding reports of staff BB gun 
wars, department and city policy violations 
and on July 3, the stunning arrest of commu-
nity center manager and longtime Parks and 
Recreation employee Mike Miller on suspi-
cion of child molestation. 
''We have been fortunate. We've only had 
one serious piece of broken glass and that is 
being fixed." Baxter said city leaders are 
drafting stiff new poUcies among them a plan 
to organize Phoenix much like a large corpo-
why he believed the thing that he did 
and why something wasn't right, 
that was an amazing combination 
with someone whose personality is 
wam1 and welcoming." 
Police found Barrett's body in his 
Long Beach condominium more 
ration. The emphasis on top down manage-
ment would place Morris as CEO. 
"We're insisting on new clear stringent 
policies that will assure that this will never 
happen again. But we've gm to look at the 
long haul 20 to 30 years from now not at next 
month or next year." 
For the first time in recent memory Baxter 
said we've got virtually every facet of feder-
al, state and local government at the table 
collaborating on solutions. 
1'When problems came to light in the 
Catholic Church, church leaders didn't dis-. 
band the denomination they took the heat and 
weathered the storm. We're in the middi'e of 
a storm. We have to take the heat and use this 
to our advantage. Look for the silver lining." 
said Baxter. 
than a week ago. They've arrested 
and charged Marlon Martinez with 
murder. He is scheduled for arraign-
ment this week. Authorities says the 
20 year old construction worke{ ,was 
an •·acquaintance" of- Barrett's, but 
they did not offer additional details. 
Dr. Bessie Ludd 
Presents 
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Our Bodie~tt 
Alcohol Ads Target 
Young Blacks 
Young Blacks see far more than their · 
share of the $383 million wo1th of adver-
tising placed in major magazines by the 
nation's alcohol industry. 
A report developed with the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism and the Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services 
Administration shows that young people 
who start drinking before the age of 15 
are five times more likely to have alco-
hol-related problems later in life. 
Blacks from 12 to 20 years old saw 77 
percent m9re of these ads in 2007 than 
their non-Black peers did. Fixing the 
problem won't be easy sin-ce many 
Americans consider underage drinking a 
rite of passage to adulthood. 
The study says people who start 
drinking before the age of 15 are five 
times more likely to have alcohol-related 
problems later in life. 
The report said there are l l million 
underage drinkers in the U.S ., and more 
than 7 million "binge drinkers." The dis-
proportionate exposure was ampfified 
when the report broke down types of 
alcohol. Young Blacks saw 8 I percent 
more magazine ads for distilled spirits. 
African American kids tend to be 
trendsetters in what they buy, so the 
industry thinks if it can get more 
African-American kids to buy, it can also 
get their White counterptlrts to buy. Even 
more disturbing is the increasing number 
of African-American celebrities and pro-
fessional models who receive millions to 
promote alcohol products. Jack Daniel's 
was among the largest spenders on alco-
hol ads that reached Black youth through 
p,agazines , the study found. The 
whiskey maker denied targeting any 
underage markets. 
The industry also targeted young 
Blacks with magazine, billboard, TV and 
radio ads on rap/hip-hop and R&B sta-
tions in the nation's largest markets. Los 
Angeles, New York, Chicago, Ho~ston, 
and Washington DC accounted for 70 
percent of Black youth exgosure to alco-
hol ads on the radio. 
Adults and parents have a responsibil-
ity educate our youth. Easy access to 
urban neighborhood I iquor stores and a 
thriving black mark~! targeting partying 
teens inadvertently legitimizes alcohol 
use. Excessive drinking is a serious 
health risk. Don't Fall For The Hype' 
Building Better Communities 
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Blacks Reactions To Bad "Black" Meanings 
My orthopaedic surgical practice was 
primarily directed to diagnosing and treating 
injured workers. California Workers' 
Compensation Law recognizes two main 
causes of injury. One is the "Big Bang" 
form-- a sudden accident that causes an 
injury serious enough to require immediate 
treatment. The other form is Cumulative 
Trauma-legally defined as "repetitive 
mental and/or physical traumatic activities 
extending over a period of time,' the com-
bined effect of which causes disability or 
need for medical treatment. .. " (Bailey·, The 
Handbood for Worker's Compensation 
Doctor , p 170). The first case of Cumulative 
Trauma that really caught my attention in 
practice was that of a press operator who for 
20 years repeiitively used his right foot all 
day, every work day, in order to press a 
pedal. Just before I saw him, l)e started hav-
ing pain in the right knee. On examination, 
his right knee was swollen. In comparing x-
rays of both knees, the right knee was full of 
arthritic changes while the left knee was nor-
mal. Similarly, words used as weapon can 
cause mental and emotional problems by 
· way of a "Big Bang" or by cumulative trau-
ma. The manner in which Black people react 
to such word varies with the individual and 
at different times within the.same individual. 
By using the Thinker's Scale to make 
"rules of thumb" comments, Zero with 
respect to "Black" as a weapon means 
lndifference--a lack of Caring. Black 
People sensitized to words of Indifference 
used by Europeans react with a sharpened 
attention as to who is the speaker or writer 
and to the words being conveyed. The ques-
tion: "why is indifference bein_g shown to 
me?" An advance into a hateful interpreta-
tion is Mild (or Minimal)--! to 24 on both 
sides of the Thinker's scale. It is a measured 
estimate concerning something that does not 
have much of an impact on the worth or on 
value of a person's self-esteem. In the 
California Worker's Compensation Pl~n, 
"mild" is roughly equivalent to Minimal 
Pain-an annoyance but no work handicap. 
With respect to the word "black," a Mild 
interpretative feedback made by the receiver 
means that the speaker or writer comes 
under suspicion of being a racist. Slight is 
25 to 49 on both sides of the scale. ln the 
California Worker's Compensation Plan it 
causes a superficial impact, as in pain that is 
tolerated despite some handicap. When the 
use of the word "black" by a European gen-
erates a Slight reaction, the listener is some-
what angry._ A Black person may attempt to 
excuse that White person's insensitivity as 
being out of ignorance of what affects Black 
People-an ignorance from failing to edu-
cate oneself as a result of not caring. 
Moderate is 50 to 74 on both sides of the 
scale. In the California Worker's 
Compensation Plan it represents a below 
surface impact or pain that is tolerated 
Argue To Teach, Not To Win 
Richard 0 . 
JONES 
How you argue - especially how you 
end an argument - can determine the long-
term success or failure of your relationship. 
I have witnessed many, friends and family 
relationships go down the drain because of 
poor arguing to win. An argument based on 
winning is a battle but an argument based 
on informing is information shared. An 
argument being conducted by reasonable 
people in a reasonable manner is not bad. 
Healthy arguments are a vital means of 
Juanita 
BARNES 
learning• and growing. Our court system is 
built on the ability to argue and persuade 
convincingly. Some arguments are for the 
sole purpose of degrading and punishing_ 
the other person. These arguments are usu-
ally low on facts and high on emotions and 
should be avoided. 
A good argument is an instrument of . 
learning and is based on facts versus emo-
tions, suspicions, or hearsay. However, 
before two people argue they should prede-
termine what ii is they want out of the argu-
ment. The purpose of an argument is to 
convince the other party that you 're right 
and to bring him or her to your way of 
thinking. For veople to argue about the 
greatest baseball player is a futile argu-
ment. Who is the greatest is a mattter of 
opinion because there are a lot of variables 
that decide the greatest, including personal-
ity. People shouldn't argue opinion subjects 
us of the beautiful ways in which God 
initiates and enters into covenants with 
all of his chosen people and how he 
pledges his love and faithfulness to us. 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 1 
Moreno Valley there has been a lot 
said about the up coming election in 
1 November. Remember the deadline to 
"THE" BOOK OF Genesis is about , register for the November 4, 2008 
many beginnings - the beginning of the General Election is October 20, 2008. If 
universe, the beginning of the human 
race, the beginning of sin, and the begi11-
11ing of God's promises and plan for sal-
vation. Genesis is mainly a story of rela-
tionship - between God and his people, 
between God and nature, and between 
his people and others. Genesis reminds 
you are already registered to vote and 
have changed your address or name 
since last election, or any other changes, 
you must re - register. You may pick up 
new registration forms at the City 
Clerk's Office, City Hall Lobby, Library, 
because everyone is entitled to their opin-
ion. However, which baseball player hit the 
most grand slams is a matter of fact or 
record. Such an argument can be proven. If 
the objective of the argument is to discover 
the most grand slams hit then the objective 
is the same for both parties. No matter 
which party proves their point, the objec-
tive has been met. However, if the objective 
is to "be right" then the argument can tum 
ugly fast. Name-calling could ensue. Fists 
could fly. 
· Some arguments are relative and should-
n't be presented. My child is cuter than 
yours is relative. To me, my child is defi-
nitely cuter than yours even if my child 
resembles a moose. To me, he's the cutest 
baby on earth. However, my child is taller 
than yours is not relative. It 's not a matter 
of opinion. Much an argument can be easi-
ly proven. 
Senior Center and County Registrar of 
Voters Office. Contact Riverside County 
Registrar of Voters office at 48~ - 7200 
or v1s1t Web sitt; at 
www.election.co.riverside.ca.us. City 
Clerk's office at 413 - 300 I and City's 
Web site at www.moemo-valley.ca.us. 
Be sure you can vote and own the expe-
rience. 
It has been hard for some of us who 
have weeds on empty lots behind our 
homes. It is still a lot of land that is full 
of weeds near our homes and we also 
realize the City has to send out notices to 
the owners of all the vacant lots. We are 
dealing with mice and some times fires. 
If someone makes a statement that you 
know is untrue and you honestly think the 
person making the statement wants to know 
the facts then you might risk correcting the 
person. But this should only be done if yon 
are prepared to prove your point. If you can 
prove tl)at the classic car parked across the 
street is a 1955 Oldsmobile instead of a 
1958 Pontiac, as mistakenely stated, then 
speak up. However, if the car in question 
just zoomed pass on the street and is out of 
sight within moments then it would be non-
productive to argue about the invisible car 
because there's no way prove or disprove 
the claim. 
One good rule to make a habit is not to 
argue with "right fighters." If their goal is 
'"being right" other than "what's right" then 
avoid the stress of arguing. Determine in 
advance what would constitute proof and 
what source is an acceptable form of proof. 
Moreno Valley is still on the move 
with new restaurants and retail activity. 
Moreno Valley Mall continues their inte-
rior makeover with addition of several 
national stores such as Aeropostale, 
American Greeting, Hollister Co., 
Howie's Game Shack, Kay's Jewelers, 
Steve & Barry's and Zales Jewelers. 
There is more to come. 
We must stand in the Gap Author 
Shirley Pope Waite wrote: I'll stand in 
the gap for my son. I'll stand 'til the vic-
tory's won. This one thing I know. That 
you love him so, and your work with my 
child is not done. I'll stand in the gap 
every day, and there I will fervently 
pray; And, Lord,just one favor, Don't let 
Thursday, July 24, 2008 
..... 
despite marked work handicap. When the 
use of the word "Black" by a European gen.J 
erates a Moderate reaction, the listener is 
very angry. The Black person may or may 
not react to the White person but is aware 
that the word is being used as a weapon. The 
susceptible Black person's self-esteem is 
damaged. Extreme is 75 to 100 on both 
sides of the scale. In the California Worker ls 
Compensation Plan it is of much deeper 
impact than the other grades and, of course·, 
JOO is the most significant of all. For exam-
ple, Severe (i.e. Extreme) pain at' work. 
would prevent doing the activity that causes 
the pain. When the use of the word "black" 
by a European generates an Extreme reac- , 
tion, the listener is likely to retaliate-and, 
as a result, go to jail! 
website: wwwJablifeskills.com 
In other words, predetermine an acceptable-
resolution to the argument._ If there's no 
book of facls on the particular subject avail-
able or an authority on the subject avail-
able, agree to provide the facts later if it's 
that importarlt. 
Never allow an argument to turn to 
insults. If someone accuses you of alway 
thinking you're right, don't deny it. Instead 
say, of course I think I'm right in every 
argument that I choose to get into. Why in: 
the world would you argue if you don't 
think . you're right? However, if you'v(} 
been proven right on more than a few occa, 
sions, it might be wise to occasionally 
"throw" an argument to allow yourself to 
be proven wrong as a matter of-diplomacy. 
Email: richardojonesl@veriwn.net 
me waver if things get quite rough; 
which they may. I'll never give up on 
that boy. Nor will you, for you promised. 
him joy. For I know it was true When he 
said "yes" to you, Though the enemy 
seeks to destro)'. I'll not quit as inter-
cede, For you are his Savior, indeedl 
Though it may take years, I give you my 
fears, As I trust every moment I plead_ 
And so in the gap I will stand, heeding 
your every command, With help froll\ 
above, I unconditionally love, And soon 
he will reach for your hand. As we stand 
in the Gap for our children know that,. 
God said the battle is his , not ours. 
BE BLESSED, 
J.B. ,, 
Their world is as fragile as they are. Global warming 'threatens not only the earth but the future of. its most precious 
inhabitants: our children. If we join together we can make a big difference in the fight against this threat. Last year, Califor-
nians replaced over six million regular lights with CFLs. Let's do more. If all of us replace five more regular light bulbs with 
energy efficient ones we can minimize the emissions that cause global warming_ It's critical we act NOW! Our children are 
not our future - we are their future. For information on rebates and energy-efficient products visit FlexYourPower.org. 
The fight against global warming has just begun. 
Flex = ,,. 
our t 
OWER.oRG 
I 
Funded by California ratepayers under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission. 
\I • 1) /,) 
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John Thomas Inducted Into Athletic Hall of Fame · 
The Black Voice News 
REDLANDS 
By Linda Ong 
For some athletes, involvement in 
ir sport extends to the end of a col-
lege or professional career. 
· However, retired probation officer 
'.for the County of San Bernardino 
;John Thomas truly has a passion for 
athletics and has proven his dedica-
tion not only through pursuing pro-
fessional football as a former Dallas 
.Cowboy, but through successful 
coaching of community teams. To 
·celebrate and honor his countless 
·athletic achievements in football, 
baseball, and basketball, Thomas 
\'fas inducted on May 30th into the 
Redlands High School Athletic Hall 
·of Fame. 
valuable words of wisdom for youth 
aspiring to follow his footsteps to 
become future collegiate and/or pro-
fessional athletes. 
"The most important thing is to 
make sure you start with good 
grades in school. Alongside this, if 
you enjoy your sport, ~ave support 
"from your family, and get a good 
coach, you can use your athletic tal-
ent to give you more opportunities to 
a better education in college. You 
don't want to be dependent on your 
. sport," said Thomas. "If you contin-
ue to excel in both academics and 
athletics, you can pursue your athlet-
Volunteers to Build, Playground 
for Children 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARl:>INO 
On Wednesday, July 30, ·2008, at , 
8:00 a.m.m Albertsons Sav-on 
Pharmacy, the Boys & Girls Clubs of 
San Bernardino, KaBOOM!, the City of 
San Bernardino and a host of volunteers 
will come together to build a children's 
playground at Delmann Heights Park 
located at 2969 N. Flores Street, San 
Bernardino 92407. 
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson 
ic abilities and go professional." 
. Going Loco at the 
· County Museum 
The Black Voice News 
REDLANDS 
The San Bernardino County Museum 
invites the public to visit the museum with no 
admission fee.on Sunday, August 3. Visitors 
will enjoy programs and special exhibits as 
well as displays of specimens and artifacts 
that interpret local history, anthropology, 
geology, paleontology, and biological sci-
ences in regional context. The free day is 
sponsored by the San Bernardino County 
Second District. 
From 11 am to 4 pm, the museum educa-
tion . division will host a Fami~ Fun Day 
"Going Loco!" Children will enjoy assem-
bling their own "paper" st.earn locomotive as 
they learn railroad tenns such as a steam 
dome and a sand dome. These free activities 
are designed for adults and children between 
the ages of 3 to 12. 
Special exhibits at the museum include 
"All That Glitters: a century of razzle-daz-
zle," "A Feast for the Eyes: dining in style, 
1800s to 1940s," "Sticks and Stones: vernac-
ular architecture in San Bernardino Coun\)'," 
Sponsored for the seventh year by 
the Terrier Football Alumni 
.Association of Redlands High 
'School, the prestigious award is 
:given to former athletes, coaches, or 
those who have completed commu- · 
nity service to the athletic depart-
'ment of Redlands High School, who 
have reached high athletic achieve-
ment worthy of recognition. To this 
day, Thomas is the only African 
American to be inducted into the 
Redlands High School Hall of Fame. 
John Thomas 
This is the second collaborative play-
ground build with KaBOOM! the City 
has seen this year .. The first KaBOOM! 
supported playground build occurred ' 
on March 29, 2008 at tbe Lytle Creek 
Park facility sponsored, in part, by the 
California Volunteers of the Governor's 
Office. · and "A Piece of My Heart: samplers from the 
, collections." 
"It is such an honor to be selected 
to the Hall of Fame," commented 
Thomas. "It feels great to be recog-
nized for my achievements." 
· Thomas began his athletic' career 
excelling in football, baseball, and 
basketball at Redlands High School 
until his graduation year of 1959 and 
:then pursued his dreams at Hancock 
'Junior College, Oregon State 
.University, and then finally the 
University of California, Riverside. 
Struck by an amazing opportunity, 
Thomas was drafted by the Dallas 
Cowboys and played for the team in 
1963. 
Although Thomas' athletic career 
seemed tD slow down after this 
point, he didn't halt his involvement 
in sports. It was· at this point when 
Thomas decided to begin coaching, 
which he pursued at the levels of 
both the community, as a volunteer 
coach for the Junior All-American 
Foo~ball of Redlands and Pop 
Warner Football of the Sa_n 
Fernando Valley, and professionally, 
as a football coach for the University 
of Redlands. Thomas was also the 
first head African American football 
coach at Alemany High School. 
Thomas also volunteered as a coach 
for the Redlands Recreation League 
girls' fast-pitch softball and was so 
successful that he was offered to 
coach for Redlands High School. 
Despite his naturally talent in both 
the playing and coaching aspect of 
sports, Thomas has perhaps the most 
When asked about the sponsors of 
the playground build, Mayor Patrick J. 
Morris was glad to see that the city is 
expanding its list of new partners: "I'm 
very pleased that Albertsons Sav-on 
Phannacy is one of our co-sponsors in 
this endeavor. They are a relatively new 
partner in creating more opportunities 
to improving the aesthetics and 
resources for our children on the 
Westside of the city and I hope that they 
will continue to support the city with 
future endeavors." 
The playground build will take place 
at the Boys & Girls Club, Delmann 
Heights Community Center. Officials 
from the Boys & Girls Club, who have 
been diligently recruiting volunteers for 
Business Directory 
Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE 
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS 
(95 I) 686-5 I 93 
3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501 
ATTORNEY 
-- Law Offices of--·---
Aaron L. Turrier 
(909) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representation 
• Criminal Law 
• Felonies & Misdemeanors 
LAW OFFICES OF OaruRu & AsSOCIATES 
• • •' I• 3941 Brockton Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
the event, expect a volunteer turnout of 
250-300 people. 
The development of this new play-
ground will be a continuation of a series 
of visions that 6th Ward Councilman 
Rikke Van Johnson is unfolding at 
Delmann Heights Park; "the KaBOOM 
Build provides il great opportunity for 
our community to come together and 
create a great play space at the Delmann 
Heights Community Center. This .is 
only a partial fulfillment of the dreams 
that we have for this 20 acre park.: 
If you are interested in becoming a 
volunteer, please contact Roberto 
Martinez at (909) 384-5417 or 
· rrnartinez@bgcsb.org. 
The San Bernardino County Museum is at 
the California Street exit from Interstate 10 
· in Redlands. The museum is open from 9 am 
to 5 pm. Everyone is admitted free on 
Sunday, August 3. Parking is free. For more 
information, visit 
www.sbcountymuseum.org. 
The San Bernardino County Museum is 
acce~sible to persons with disabilities. If 
assistive listening devices or other auxiliary 
aids are needed in order to participate in 
museum exhibits or programs, requests 
· ~hould be made through Museum Visitor 
Services at least three business days prior to 
your visit. Visitor Services' telephone num-
ber is 909-307-2669 ext. 229 or (TDD) 909-
792-1462. 
Advertise for as low as $1 O O Call 951.682.6070 
Anna Wenger per month 
Crimina l Det'ense Law 
Divorce / Family Law 
Civil Lawsuits (Trials) 
Former Police Officer/ U .S. Marine Corps Veteran 
Reasonable Fees - Flat Fees - No Interest Payment Plans 
Riverside. Orange, San B e rnardino. and L.A. counties 
Call (888) 682-3049 I Toll Free - 24 hours 
WWW.ZULUALI LAW.COM 
FILr B.\\ERl'PTCY 
Under New Law 
~ 
www.soodlawoffices.com 
• $100 ~nt with ref~ of tM ad 
• Divorce/Custody/V'ISitafioo'Support 
• Saturday & E\'eaiag Appes. A,11ilablt 
I FINANCIAL SERVICES 
951258-0060 
; • • I 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
sn59J -ASAP 
(2727) 
Ingram (Rocky) Washington 
' 
IF WE CAN'T GET YoJ OuT. You'RE NoT GETTING Ou1! 
FREE Personal Training 
FREE Nutritional Guidance! 
Guaranteed Results 
Come experience the difference in a facili ty that is never crowded, 
but always clean and friendly. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
R~l~o~~ true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome 
., ~ 170 N. Arrowhead Avenue 
AskAboutfrooStuff Rialto, CA 92376 
1':AboutDisooun'.:.!, (off Rialto Ave. between Cactus.and Cedar) 
- - www.wgrialto.com 909.877.4305 
Embroidery, Screen P~nting & Promotional Products 
Digitizing LOGO's • Golf/Polo & Greek Wear A Teamwear • Spiritwear • Towels • T-Shrrts . W . Caps • Gifts & More 
Riverside Zeretha Washington, Owner 
I 0530 Magnolia Ste. A ............................................. 951 353-9560 
MORTGAGE 
4LifeEnte.rprises.com, L.LC 
Presents 
The Black Business Resource 
and Networking Directory 
www.theblackbrand.com 
951-571-3258 
Call today for a complimentary 
consultation! 
Irene Daniels 
Reverse Mortgage Specialist 
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200 , Ontario, CA 91764 
Office: 909-476-8825 • Fax: 866-882-91 34 
Cell: 951-505-6335 
Bath Tubs • Sinks • Counters • Walls 
Tile • Fiberglass • Cast Iron • Formica 
-
REFINISH RECONDmON 
: • ', '-B-at-ht-'u -b-O_ffi_er_$_2_4_9 __ Ba_th-tu_b_O_ffi_e_r _$ _15_9__, Regular Price 1299 Regular Price '199 
IIVE BUY HOUSES 
.aua---··-------L ____ .-.._ ..-.---•---• ---■•-
..-. ... ,r C:c» ... S.■T■c» ... ■ 
C..A..SH • ._. :.z..c:a. H~S 
C:..A..LL TC>ll>..A.."V"" 
SELL TC>JrVa.C>IRtlRt.C>W!! 
.A,,.-_.-1c:1 Th- c:-mmi•• i--, Hc:a•••-
w - Peay .A.II C:l-• ia,g c:-• t-• 1 
; .A._.c:»lc:I a.--,g....,y IC>-lc:ay• 
w - Sc:»I_._ P.--bl-m• I 
C'..-.&.&. /IVIC>WI 
<9!!S"ID._ .. .,._ .... ...,.ca 
~ -••----••cc»r_P.-c:c»_. 
r- CONCRETE & MASONRY 
LC. Concrete & Masonry 
Your Custom Concrete Specialist 
18 years of Experience 
Stamp Concrete, Entrance Way, Drvle Ways, 
Foundations, BBQs, Backyards, Chimney, · 
Black Wall, Flagstone, Stucco, Patio Cover 
and many more. 
Call For Free Estimates 
Office 951 .924.0470 
Cell 951.907.0530 Ask For Lorenzo 
CMC General Contractor CA. 
RESTAURANT1CATERING 
Mobile Catering 
Anytime /Anywhere 
Lie 910966 
Eat In 
Take Out 
GRAM'S BBQ PALACE 
3527 Main St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
www.gramsbbq.org 
Call in Orders 
Gumbo, Chitlin, Catfish 
Phone: (951) 782-8219 
Fax: (951) 782-8217 
email: gramsbbq@aol.com 
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Yankee Stadium Shines in Farewell Season 
. ~ 
-
plate. 
As the new Yankee Stadium 
rises against the New York sky-
line , we are left with those old 
jumpy film images of Ruth and 
Gehrig in soft sepia tone. 
Simply adorned by the numbers 
3 and 4 on their backs, in flanr 
nels and soft caps, we say so 
long to the players and their the-
ater, which _will now join them iQ 
baseball heaven. · 
CELEBRATE A NEW BEGINNING·. 
IN CONCERT 
AT 
Sturges Center of Per/ orming Arts 
·• 
780 North E Street r. 
-' 
\ San Bernardino, California 92407 \ ' 
July 26, 2008 4:00PM 11 t'_ 
$15.00 ~ ') 
; 
SPONSORED BY 
A 
FAREWELL TO FAMOUS STAGE - Built in 1923, Yankee Stadium hosts Major League Baseball All-Star Game in final season. 
Sisters Of Unlimited Love 
,i 
field dimensions will be the 
same, however, nothing could 
truly be a stand-in for this special 
place. 
A 15 inning, five hour game 
may have been a fitting farewell 
as this years game became a 
marathon. The All Star Game is 
now a contest of consequence as 
the winning league retains home 
field advantage in the World 
- Series. 
OOQB. .CLOSj::D - L.A. Dodger Catcher Russell "1artin tag$ 
out 01oneer Navarro in the 11th inning at Yankee Stadium. 
The American and National 
League teams used 63 players 
combined in a game of 
endurance: J.D. Drew was 
named the game's MVP as he 
had two hits , including a game 
tying 2 run homer in the 7th. 
The 79th All ·star Game was 
I 
punctuated by two dramatic ' 
50 Hall of Famers pay 
tribute to hallowed 
venue 
I 
'The Black Voice News 
By Jon D. Gaede 
BVN Sta.ff 
NEW YORK 
Silhouetted against a soft blue 
summer sky, in all it's majesty, 
Yankee Stadium provided the 
stage for Major League 
Baseball's All Star Game, in it's 
final season. 
Prior to the first pitch, choreo-
graphed in a procession of base-
ball royalty. Fifty Hall of Famers 
marched into the stadium, from 
behind a crjmson curtain in cen-
ter field. Just like Ruth , Gehrig, 
Dimaggio and Mantle , they 
walked through_ the soft outfield 
grass . One by one they sauntered 
onto the field. Willie Mays, 
Hank Aaron, Ernie Banks, Tony 
Perez, Reggie Jackson, Eddie 
Murray, Whitey Ford , Yogi 
Berra and the rest of the all time 
greats joined the procession to 
the positions they once played. 
This year's starting players 
then joined the Hall of Famers 
on the field. Iconic Yankee 
owner George S_teinbrenner was 
escorted to the infield and greet-
ed by Alex Rodriguez, Derek 
Jeter, Reggie Jackson , Whitey 
Ford and Yogi Berra. Fox view-
ers and fans were treated to the 
special Yankee family moment 
as Mr. Steinbrenner was visibly 
moved by the tribute. 
The· storybook stadium, which 
has played such an honored part 
in ~aseball 's collective past since 
1923 , will be replaced by a new 
Yankee Stadium in 2009. The 
blackvoicenews.com 
.. It) 
plays at the plate. One by 
Woman plays piano for 14 straight 
hours after using Thera-Gesic® 
BEXAR COUNTY - After applyjng Thera-Gesic~ to her 
arthritic hands, Mary Ann W. played piano jazz music 
for 14 straight hours. When asked why she played so 
long, especially since she never took lessons nor played 
piano before, she painlessly replied, "None of , 
your dang business!'" 
Go painlessly with Them-Ges~ 
Summer BBQ Special 
We Cater 
Weddings • Banquets • Private Parties 
1 SLAB OF BBQ RIB BUY 2 SLABS OF BBQ RIBS 
1 Whole Chicken 2 Whole BBQ Chickens 
32 oz Baked Bean 64-oz Potato Salad 
32 oz Potato Salad 64-0z Baked Bean 
FOR ONLY FOR ONLY 
$39.99 $79. 75 
SPECIAL $ 5 0 0 3 Chicken Wings F.F. 16 oz Drink; _ or Pork Sandwich F.F. 16 oz Drink; ANY or 4 Pieces of Cat Fish, Dinner 
PLATE Roll and a 16 oz Drink 
·---------------~----~-----· 1 BREAKFAST SPECIAL : : $ , 2 ~ggs, 2 Bacon or 1 
1 19 9 Sausage, Toast, 1 
1 . Smothered Potatoes •: 
I May not combine offers. 
I Exp. 08/01/08 
·--------------------------· SHRiiPAND---~---~ ,-siiiORDERS-7 
OKRA OVER $"9911 RED IWS AND RICE, COLLA.ID : 
RICE I -- GREEN, BLACK EYED PEAS, RICE AND : 
GRAVY AND YAI : 
_ May not combine offers. Exp. 08/01/08 _1 L May not combine offers. Exp. 08/01/08 : 
~~~~ 
Holls 8022 Limonite Ave. Suite , 01 
M:ln-Wed 8 Am To 8 PM (Ju upa 'hllley Spectrum) ' 
Thur.kl Fri.8To10 • (951) 681 1993 
Dodger catcher Russell Martin · 
who tagged out Dioneer Navarro 
to prolong the game in the 11th. 
The other close· play ended the 
game as Minnesota's Justin 
Morneau slid just ahead of 
Braves catcher Brian McCann 's 
tag in the 15th. American 
League wins 4-3. 
Los Angeles Angels hurlers 
Joe Saunders, Ervin Santana and 
Frankie Rodriguez each saw 
action . Combined, the pitchers 
allowed two hits and one earned 
run. the Angels currently own 
the best record in in baseball at 
60-38. Los Angele:;_ Dodger 
catcher Russell Martin had one 
·, 
hit and was solid behind the 
. 
Crusaders against domestic violence 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT 
J. Osborne 
(909) 864-1225 or (909) 520-1213 
Together, we can make a difference 
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 
UNSlJRE ABC)lJT 
A REFINANCE Ol\ 
HOME PLJfZCHASE? 
1:••r-+ 
Get Back to Basics 
with FHA 
Make an Informed Decision 
The Federal Housing Administration helped your parents 
and grandparents buy and keep their homes. As part of 
the federal government, FHA offers through its network 
of approved lenders: 
* Foredosure prevention options 
* No prepayment penalties 
* Low downpayment requirements, and 
* Allows non-traditional credit 
1-800-CALL-FHA (225~5342)· 
or www.fha.gov 
'. !.:.'a.:\ \..'!/ FHA hos helped o~r 34 milliOfl peop~ secure the dream of ~nership since 1934. 
,l 
,J 
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;BPIR Rides into City.· of Industry 
. ' 
Photo by HGStar1 Photo by HGStar1 
A cowboy shows his moves for spectators at The Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo. I!,. Cowboy hangs on for dear lffe. 
Bull rider gets thrown. 
Photo by HGStar1 
Spectators enjoyed the cowboy acrobatics during rodeo. 
RODEO 
c;ontinued from Front Page 
The Saturday night show saw a 
-capacity crowd of nearly 5,000. 
~fome of the stars on hand 
~eluded Glen Turman, Judge 
ablean, and Reginald T. 
Dorsey and on Sunday the line-
up included Nigel Thatcher and 
tevie Wonder. 
"I've followed the rodeo since 
was 15 years old," said Weldon 
From the city of Perris, attend-
ing for 19 years was Virnecia 
Green Jordan, comm.unity 
activist and elected official. She 
brought two busloads of people, 
one just for 'the handicapped in 
her community. "Every year our 
community looks forwarp to the 
rodeo. For the ·past 18 years the 
sheriff has provided the trans-
portation, but this year First 
Student, a bus line, accommo-
dated the citizens," she said. 
Green Jordan said that she found Forde of Fontana. "I like the 
the accommodations very good 
ew venue, its cooler and it 
hares the distance we have to at the new location and that it 
travel with the LA folks." . was even more special because 
Stevie Wonder was there. 
Photo by HGStar1 
A cowboy ropes a calf during the calf roping competition. 
Lynn Lee, who brought a large 
group of co-workers from Kaiser 
Permanente in Fontana, agreed 
that Stevie Wonder was a hit. 
"He's satd he's going to be the 
first blind cowboy and everyone 
began screaming with delight. I 
loved watching the crowd react 
to him," she said. · 
Photo by HGStar1 
Cowboy bringing down a calf. 
Photo by HGStar1 
Bull rider hangs on as other cowboys watch. 
The show's founder, Lou 
Vasson said that he was pleased 
with the Southern California 
shows. 1' I am always pleased 
when people have fun and the 
cowboys and girls are safe. And 
I am always pleased to see my 
friends in th~ LA area." Cowboy barely hangs on during bull riding competition. 
.. 
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God's Women's Conference Returns for 27th Year 
The Black Voice News 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
Twenty-seven years ago, GWC 
(God's Women 's Conference) made 
its debut because women needed rest 
and relaxation and spiritual and 
physical renewing. In later years the 
Young Women's component was 
added. This year they return to the 
J .W. Marriot Desert Springs Resort 
il!ld Spa because according to GWC 
founder pastor Charlyn Singleton, 
only the best will do. The best facil-
ity, the best fun, the best worship 
and the best-anointed speakers will 
be enjoyed by a huge number of 
women from all over California and 
!he nation. 
Beginning July 30, over 2,500 
women and girls will descend on the 
desert. 
"Women today are tired. They 
have two jobs, fulltime away from 
home and when the come home they 
come home to another fulltime job. 
No raises, no promotions, and no 
commendations. If she is married 
she has to also be a lover to her hus-
band," she said in setting up the , 
guestion of why she founded the 
conference. Singleton said that 
women are pulled in so many direc-
tions there is nothing left for them to 
take care of their own needs. 
"Let the world turn without you 
for four days," said Singleton. GWC 
brings the best Bible teachers to get 
spiritually renewed and physically 
refreshed. And Singleton believes in 
using only the best facility in the city 
to bring her followers. This year's 
speakers/teachers/preachers are: 
Juanita Bynum, Jackie 
McCullough, Judy Jacobs,, B~atrice 
Gardiner, Pastor Chuck Singleton, 
Pastor Chuck Singleton II, confer-
ence host Pastor Charlyn Singl<:ton. 
This year's theme is Weapons of 
Our Warfare taken from 2Cor.'I0:4. 
Singleton believes we have a gener-
ation that doesn't know bow to call 
on God. "We think we can fix any-
thing .... the superwoman syndrome. 
Our kids call on us to pay their 
house and car payments and even 
bail money. We have to learn how to 
not look to ourselves for the answer. 
We have to use God's weapons of 
warfare," she said. 
According to Singleton the 
weapons that each of the speakers 
will address are: faith, prayer, praise, 
expectation, giving, thanksgiving, 
remembering and even friends. She 
explained, remembering when we 
only had a pair or two of shoes. Or 
even mayonnaise sandwiches, and if 
there was a. piece of bologna it was 
really gourmet. Friends because the 
enemy attacks us when we are by 
ourselves. "We want to teach women 
how to war in the spirit," said 
Singleton. 
What happens on earth is a reflec-
tion of what happens in the spirit 
realm. "In Daniel 10, he was fasting 
and praying for 21 days, only drink-
ing water and on the 21 day 9od told 
him that he answered his prayer on 
the first day. The angel and the 
demon were fighting and God had to 
dispatch Michael to breakthrough," 
she said. 
"You cannot fight spiritual battles 
with earthly weapons because you 
will lose!" said Singleton. 
The young women's portion of the 
conference will deal with relation-
ships and how to use the spiritual 
weapons. 
Reservations can still be made y 
calling (909) 481-8400. 
God's "Young" Woman 
Conference takes place at the same 
time as God's Woman Conference 
2008 - both are Wednesday, July 30 
at 2:00 pm to Saturday, August 2 at 
2:00 pm. 
GWC Registration is $30.00. To 
help make this conference afford-
able each registered conferee can 
"Bring a Friend for Free. Call JW 
Marriott Desert Springs Resort & 
Spa directly for rooms 7flJ 341 
2211. 
God's "Young" Woman 
Conference is helping girls 12-19 to 
have a closer relationship with God, 
have a better relationship and appre-
ciation for their mothers. Church 
youth praise teams or youth choirs 
are invited to participate in "Friday 
Night Live" which is open to youth 
groups (male & female). 
"What do guys want in a girl" , 
everything you want to know about 
what and how guys think" 
Also last Friday at 6:30 pm Last-
year a mother presented all. 300 of 
our God's "Young" Women with a 
bible. She did this out of gratitude 
for the way God's "Young" Women 
Conference helped her daughter. 
GYWC Registration is $35.00. 
amount includes conference t-shirt. 
· .Daniel Frazier to be Consecrated to Office of Bishop on July 26th 
:Elder Daniel Frazier Sr. of 
·the All Nations And People 
'Pentecostal Church Inc. 
,will be elevated to the 
'office of Bishop. 
'[he Black Voice News 
U.S. 
Reverend Daniel E. Frazier Sr. 
_is being elevated to the 
Bishopric in the ALL NATIONS 
ND PEOPLE PENTE-
COSTAL, INC. 
onse'"raJjQq S~orice will. 
J\elQ...11~10ly ~1;1 C.O.GJ.., ..... (,.·.,,,,......,...._ 
located. at 1024 North G Street, 
San Bernardino, CA 92410. The 
service will start promptly at 
4:00 PM. 
Rev. Frazier has been a pillar 
in the Inland Empire for over 28 
~ears. Upon graduating from San 
Bernardino High School he 
joined the United States Army 
and served during the Vietnam 
War Era. Rev. Frazier returned to 
San Bernardino in 1980 and 
immediately began to minister to 
the community of his childhood. 
Rev. Frazier has been called 
upon by numerous ministries, in 
the Inland •Empire, to share an 
encouraging word and to propel 
their ministries into greater focus 
on the community in which they 
serve. Rev. Frazier is the 
Founder and former Pastor of 
Abundant Life Church Of God 
In Christ, in San Bernardino, 
CA. 
Rev. Frazier's service to the 
community is not limited to his 
ecclesiastical work. Rev. Frazier 
served as a San Bernardino City 
Councilman for the 6th Ward 
from 1984-1988. Dur1Ag his 
tenur he served as · Vice 
Chairman of The Way~· and 
Means Committee, Vice 
Chairman of The 
Redevelopment Agency and 
Chairman of Personnel and 
served for nine years on the 
Corporate Board of San 
Bernardino Community 
Hospital. Rev. Frazier co-chaired 
with Congresswoman Maxine 
Waters m the Southern 
California Chapter of the 
Committee to Elect Jesse, 
Jackson during his first run for 
the presidency. He has been the 
recipient of numerous awards 
and is listed in "Who's Who in 
Black America". 
Bishop Floyd Lang Sr. is The 
Founder and Presiding Bishop of 
the All Nations And People 
Pentecostal Inc. All Nations And 
People Pentecostal Inc . w 
established in 1985 and has 
grown at a consistent pace since. 
With the elevation to this office, 
Elder Frazier will also serve a 
1st Administrative Assistant of 
the organization. "Elder Daniel 
Frazier is the right man for thi 
position . He (Frazier) under-
stands the vision God has given 
me for this work. He (FrazieF) 
knows my heart as well as any-
body. The work God has given 
me has been a challenge, but I 
believe things are getting bette , 
we just have to stay on the road . ' 
· The guest speaker for this serv'r 
ice is Supt. Lenton Lenoir, past 
of the Holy Land Church Of Gotl 
In Christ in San Bernardino, C . 
Among those who will be w. 
attendance and on program ar 
Bishop Phillip Powell, Bishop. 
Herman• Hubbard, Bi nop 
Napoleon Rhodes, Bi hop Eddie. 
Jemagin and Many More. 
For additional Information 
please call 909 841-1294 or 90.9 
720-6517. -
7 
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13th Annual Koinonia Conference at Life COGIC 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Life Church is sponsoring its 
13th Annual Koinonia 
Conference with Pastor Ron and 
Mrs. Lavette Gibson of Life 
c;:hurch in Riverside, CA, bring 
world-renowned Televangelist 
Bishop I.V. Hilliard of Houston, 
TX along with Bishop George 
Bloomer of Durham, NC and Dr. 
Bill Winston of Chicago, IL. to 
the Inland 'Empire on July 30-
August 3, 2008 Koinonia will be 
held at Life Church Of God In 
Christ 3349 Rubidoux Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509. 
For more information call 
Dennis Morgan (877) 684-LIFE 
X33 or visit on line at 
www .Koi noniaconference .com 
and www.kc08.org13. 
Koinonia in Greek translation 
means "Fellowship in Spirit". 
For the past 13 years, The· 
Bishop I.V. Hilliard 
Koinonia Conference has 
accomplished such fellowship 
utilizing nationally and interna-
tionally known guest speakers 
and world-renown musicians 
Bishop George Bloomer 
and performers. The annual con-
ference successfully exceeds 
cultural, racial, age and geo-
graphic barriers while uplifting 
individual attendees and moti-
Pastor Ron and LaVette Gibson 
vating them to lead n:iore posi-
tive, effective and meanrngful 
lives. Life Changing Lives. 
Through the dynamic mes-
sages delivered by our special 
guest Life" will create an atmos-
phere for personal triumphs. 
Guests will have the opportunity 
to receive encouragement, moti-
vation and inspiration. 
Services start each evening at 
7 pm sharp. Conference Host Dr, 
Ron Gibson will be speaking on 
Thursday, July 31 at 10 am. On 
Friday, August I , join confer-
ence attendees for the CHAMPI-
ONS OF LIFE LUNCHEON 
with guest speaker Dr. Bill 
Winston. This luncheon will be 
held at the Riverside Convention 
located at 3443 Orange Street 
Riverside, CA. The cost of the 
tickets are $40 per person . 
There is something for the 
entire ·family with a dynamic 
Kingz Kidz ministry for ages 3-
11 nightly and a special service 
called The R.1.O.T., The 
Righteous Invasion Of Truth 
service for teens and young 
adults with guest speaker 
Prophet Brian Carn. For more 
information on the Koinonia 
Conference please visit online at 
www.KC08 .. 0RG. 
Vacation Bible • 
School Begins at 
Wind of the Spirit 
The Black Voice Newi 
RIVERSIDE 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center will begin Vacation 
Bible School starting July 21st 
through July 25, Monday 
through Friday beginning at 
5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Wind of tbe 
Spirit is located at 6476 Streeter 
Ave., Riverside and pastored by 
Michael Edwards. For more 
information contact the church 
office at.(951) 359-0203 or visit 
www.windofthespirit.org. 
•Church {r-) ~ ~ Advertise for as low as ·.v l 1/' e Ct O 1/'y~  .. ~.v~., i ...  : ....... Call 951.682.6070 $70'}: 
l"1'IIOr flWM ..... "I.A, MA, u.tfl jr.FI ♦W◄) 
Md l'IIUWuTtn• ~ 14)1, 
PO. 1'Sa,-\'alky CA'1SU·1'S8 
Oller ,s1602.7668 • Toll Frtc 1au"'1.ma • fa ,S1.60l.166a 
'"'w u.r c;oo c.c 
'P~7~_1, 
'l)~~ 
Sunday School 10am 
" · • Sunday AM Service llam-I:30pm 
~ Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Biqle Study 7pm 
6S3.s6J 1 Office • 6S3-86~ Pastor 
6;3-8680FAX. 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. ' MORENO VALLEY 
Comer Hearock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
Temple 1Wissio11m~v Baptist Church 
1583 W. Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
ONII/ N {)I \I Ill I< I\ 
Sunday Wor,hip Services 7:30. 9:30 & 11 :30 A.M. 
Communion Fnt Sunday after each service 
Sunday School 8:A.M., 9:45 A.M. and II :00 A.M 
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30 A.M. 
ln! & 5th Sunday 11:30 AM. 
New Member Dncmation Wednesday Night 6JXJP .M. 
Mid-Wed Wor,hip Service Wc:dnosday Night 1:00P.M. 
Rigi,t Hand of Fellowship Wedncsd,y Night 700P.M. 
Apostk 0,orta & Pnpbctca Reale Willis 
Putors 
Worship Strvict Sund4y 9:30 a.111. -12 noon 
Clntral Park (Craftm Den) 
11200 Bose/int Rt 
Rancho Cuca11onga, CA 
(NW Corner of Milliken and Bast/int) 
BibllSt11dy 
Wedntsday 5:15 p.m. -6:30 pm. 
CtntrvJ Plllk (Orf,tn lJffl) 
(9{») 4&1-3836 
-1 ~tr>~-~ :/~ Anna Wenger 
~~.· . • , " /, ., J per month 
. -....:.:.,-__:-.,,..- :-...;; .· , ·•-
~.,.~""::.1 
951.686.1757 
Superintendent Lawrence C. 
& Olivia Ash 
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC ~ 5595 MOLINA WAY~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
P.O. BOX 3416 ~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416 
' HOLY LAND COGIC lmani Temple Christian Fellowship 51 O West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
email@imanitemple.net 
Jubilee House of Praise for 
ALL Nations 
I" 
I· 
' 
' ,. 
' 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Y.P.W.W. 6:00PM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
(951) 
684-6480 
Sunday School 
' Sunday Worship 
Wednesday Mid-Wetk Service 
• Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) , 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
TH£ CHURCH WHERE EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY AND JESUS CHRIST IS ALL 
Li8fitfiouse 
C fi rist;fe~e~hin~~s~?tWS fi !JJ 
Pastor Reggie and Esther Thomas 
"Restoring the Family and Rebuilding Relationships• 
Sunday Worship 10AM 
Phone: 909 889-8091 
website:www.lighthouseusa.org 
Rialto Senior Center 
1411 S. Riverside Ave . 
Rialto, CA 92376 
BETHEL AME CHURCH 
24470 Sophie Street 
Perris, CA 
951-657-5705 
Sunday Church School 9 :00AM 
Sunday Worship Service 10:30 AM 
We~nesday Bible Study 7:00 PM 
Thursday Bible Study 10:00AM Rev. A. Charles 
' . 
Langston 
Service Schedule 
Sunday 
5'.l1day Mclmi,g . - Room -IPG lm.riPowerGeneratioo(YoolhCluth) . 
Vision Concepts New Memben Qan 
Fo1h and Baptism New Commlllly Class . 
St.ndoy CcmflNllily \\mhlp Celebralkn . . 
PHAT Tuesday 1&l & 3rd of each moolh 
Women Seelmg Christ (WSC) . .. ..... .. 
MaMmatkn (M4M) .. 
Tllundly 
Fo1h Ccmmonlty Bble S!uctt 
-rd,y , 
Tepllilall Pra)'Of Move • 
wwwJmanitarnpl&.net 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Advent~t Churc~ 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-51S2 - Fax 
Weekly Servlce 
SATURJ)AY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am . 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Service 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
5:00 pm 
5 :00 pm 
7:00 pm 
Rev. Robert 
Edwards 
I 
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Riallo CA 92376 
(951) 662-3383 
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com 
Senior Pastor & Visionary Propheless R.R. Lindsay, D.D. 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Dai I y I ntercessQI)' Prayer 
Sunday Intercessory Pra,er 
Sunday lmpac1 Institute & Leadership Development 
Suixtay Victorious CelebratiOll & Woohip 
Wcdn<Sdiy Prayu & Bib~ Study 
Prayer Fdlowshi1p & Potluck . 
9:00AM 
9:30 AM 
IO:JOAM 
700PM 
How to Become a Millionaire 71ft f:30 pm 
God's Purpose for Your Life 'hla f:30-,,m 
Youth Entrepreneurial Training Sat 9:30 am 
Praise & Worship Services Sat 11 :00 am 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Churclf 
7547 Emerald Street · 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equiqqing Disciqles for Kingdom Building 
Sunday 
Wednesday 
Friday 
Services 
Sunday 8:00om 
Sunday 10:30am 
Tuesday 7:00pm 
Thwsday 11 :OOam 
Weekly schedule of events 
9:30 Hour of Power 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
Noon day Prayer 
7:30 Bible Study/Prayer 
7:30 Youth Night 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
HourolPower 
~
- Study 
Bible Study Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & Flr$t Llldy 
1672 Pa lm Ave. , Highland, CA 92346 
909.425.2615 
j(Crr1("f n l P c11r~1 & Pc1r1f1C ) 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday-· Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown 
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com (909) 688-1570 
RIAL TO CHRISTIAN CENTER 
Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 
' Udellsr@aol.com 
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org 
(909) 873-5380 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Service 
Miracle Monday Prayer 
Tuesday Bible Study 
Wednesday Prayer 
9:00 am 
10:30 am 
10:00 am 
6:30 pm 
6:30 pm 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat. 12:00 pm 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I 
"A church where everybody is some-
body" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Adult Sunday School 
Children·s Church 
Sunday Service 
8:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11 :OQ a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Rev. John Cager 
gooi 'lfews Community Cnurch 
Full Gospel Baptist 
Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 
Weekly S(!rvices 
Morning Worship 
Bible Study (Tues.) 
11:30 am 
7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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TUESDAY 
I Announcements 100 I 
ADOPTIONS 
PREGNANT? CONSIDER OPEN 
ADOPTION. Loving Calrrcxn~ cou-
ples wish to parent. WOik with a 
licensed caring agency. Expenses 
~- We can h~p. ~ease cal: 1-
800-972-9225. (Cal-SC.AN) 
PREGNANT? CONSIDERING 
ADOPTION? Talk with caing agency 
specializing in matching Birtunothers 
with Fami,ies nationv.1de. Living 
Expenses Pa~. Call 24/7 Abb/s One 
Business & Financial 945 
TIUeGiftAdoptions.1-866-459-3369.• 
(Cal-SCAN) 
AUTOSW.ANTED 
DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's 
Cancer Fund! Help Save A Child's 
Life Thrrugh Researm & Su~ 
Free Vacation Pad<age Fast, Easy & 
Tax Oeductble. Call 1-800-252--0615. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! Recerie 
Free Vacation Voucher. United 
Breast Cancer Foundation. Free 
Mammograms, Breas1 cancer Info 
www.ubcf.info Free Towing, Tax 
Deductible, Non-Runners Aa:epted, 
1-asa--468-5914. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPCRTUNITY 
ABSOLUTELY RECESSION 
PROOfl Do You Earn $800 in a 
Day? Your Own Local Vending Route 
Inell.des 30 Machiles and Candy for 
$9,995. Mu~Veod LLC, 1-888-625-
2405. (Cal-SCAN) 
LOCAL COFFEE DISTRIBUTOR-
SHIP! Guaranteed Accounts. $75K-
$400K Profit Potential. 30 years 
established rompany. CaU 24/7 1-
866-278-931~. (Cal-SC.AN) 
SPORTS MINDED Successful 
Entrepreneur seeks Sell-starter, 
must be$$$ Moovated, Tm Player, 
ready to produce Health & Wealth 
NOW! 1-800-221-&129. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS SEIMCES 
A BEST-KEPT CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISING SECRET! A 25-word ad 
oosts $550, is placed in 240 rommu-
nity newspapers and reaches over 6 
mHlion Californians. Cal for more 
ilformation (916) 28S-6010; (916) 
288-60t9 www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal• 
SCAN) 
ADVERTISE EFFECTIVELY! Reach 
over 3 mmion Califom~ns in 140 • 
rommu,ity newspapers. Cost$1,500 
for a 3.75'x2' d~ay ad. Super 
I~ Opportunities 943 1 
vaile! Call (916) 288-6010; (916) 
288-6019. www.Cal-SDAN.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
Loo~ng for a cost efficienl way to ge1 
out a NEWS RELEASE? The · 
California Press Release SeNice ~ 
the on~ service l'l1lh 500 Menl 
daiy, weekly and col~e nelWf)ilper 
contacts ii California. Questions call 
(916) • 288-6010. 
www.CalnomiaPressReleaseService 
.can (Cal-SCAN) 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 • 
Coovert your Logs To Valuable 
Lumber with your own Norwood 
portable band sav.mill. Log skicx1e!s 
also available. 
www.NorwoodSawMills.com/300N -
FREE lnfonnaion: 1-800-578-1363 -
x300-N. (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
DRIVER • CDL Training: $0 cfooMl, 
I Com. Real Estate 975 1 
financing by Central Re~aled. 
Drive for Central, m up to $40k+ 
1s1 yearl 1-800-587-0029 x4779. 
www.CentralDivingJobs.net (Cal-
SCAN) 
DRIVER: Don't Just Start Your 
Career, Start II R~hl! Company 
Sponsored CDL trairing i1 3 weeks. 
Musi be 21. Have COL? Tuttion 
Reimbursement! 
www.JoinCRST.com 1-800-781-
2778. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER- S5K SIGN-ON Bonus for 
3:00 P.M. 
Experienced Teams: Dry Van & Temp 
Cootrol available. 0/0s & COL-A 
Grads welcome. Catt Covenant 1-
866-684--2519 EOE. (Ca,SCAN) 
DRIVERS: ATTN: DRIVERS. S~n-
On Boous. 35-42 cpm. Earn over 
$1000 weekly. Excellent Benefls. 
Need CDL-A & 3 months recent 
OTR 1-800-635-8669. (Cal-SCAN) 
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs 
Company Drivers for its Regonal 
Operations in Southeas1 Caiforria. 
Excellent Benefits, Generous Home 
Time & Qutstanding Pay Pad<age. 
COL-A Required. 1-888-707-7729 
www.NalKJnalCarriers.com (Cal-
SCAN) 
Never A Layoff! SPONSORED CDL 
TRAINING. No Experience Needed! 
Eam $40k-$75k in ;w new c.reed 
S1evens T raosport will spoosor the 
total cos1 of your COL training! 
Excellent Benefits & 4011(! EOE. call 
• Nowi 1-800-358-9512, 1-800-333-
8595. www.BecomeADnver.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
. QUIT LONG-HAUL, l\ln regional and 
Have It Alli $.41 per mile. Home 
weekly! Beneli1s! Stability for peace 
of nind! Heartland Express 1-800-
441 4953" . 
www.HeartlandExpress.com (Ca~ 
SCAN) 
HOMES FOR SALE 
'HOME AUCTION' Emido & 
City Heights. 40+ Homes! Up to 
3bd/2.5 bath. Starting Bijs to $89K 
1 Low Down / EZ Financing. Free 
Catalog 1-800-617--0105. 
wwwAuclionloday.com (Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE 
'LAND AUCTION' 200 Properties 
Must be Soldl Low Down / EZ 
Financilg. Free Brochure 1-800-3(.6. 
2799. www.LandAuctioncom (Ca, 
SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE 
ABSOLUTE STEAL River Access! 
Washington 6 AC· $49,000; 15 AC · 
Old Fm Buildings - ffi,900. Top 
quality acreage in stunring selling! 
Limned available. EZ lerms. Call 
WALR 1-866-836-9152. (Cal-SCAN) 
ARIZONA LAND BARGAIN 36 kres 
· $29,900. Beautiful irountain prcp-
ert'/ i1 Arizooa's Wine Country. Price 
re<luced in buyers mar1<el Wool lastl 
Good access & views. Eureka 
Springs Ranch offered by AZLR. 
ADWR report & finanqng available. 
1-877-301-5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO 1().20ACRE rooches. 
Great horse property, gorgeous 
scenery, excellent recreation possi-
bilities. Power included. From S2, 795 
an acre. Guaranteed financing, low 
down. www.SWProperties.com 1-
866-922-6767. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO HIGH Collltry. 3-l! 
acre parcels, from $39,995 total. 
Trees, views, underground util~es. 
surrcMtled by govemtrenl laro. Low 
down, guaranteed financing. 
www.SWProperties.rom 1-888-812-
5830. (Ca-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140 
acres was $149,900, Now ·only 
Fictious 
Business 
Name 
Statements 
$69,900. Amazing 60'.Xl It elevation. 
Incredible mountain vm. Mature 
tree cover. Power & year round 
rooos. Excellent financing. Priced for 
qui:k sale. Call NML&R, Inc. 1-888-
204-9760. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW TO MARKET- Co:orado 
Moomaln Ranch. 35 aaes- $39,900. 
Priced for Quiel( Sale. ()vertOO(ing a 
~stic ~ke, beautifully treed, 360 
• lllOUllain views, adjacent lo 
national forest. EZ terms. 1-868-353-
4807. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW TO MARKET New Mexico 
Ranch Dispersal 140 acres • 
$89,900. River Access. Nmhem 
New Mexico. Coot 6,0l)(Y elevation 
with stunning views. Great tree cover 
including Ponderosa, roting grass-
land and rock outcroppings. 
Abundant Wllc!ife, grea1 t1.mting. EZ 
tenms. Call NML&R, Inc. 1-868-300-
5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
UTAH RANCH DISPERSAL. 
Experience the fun and relaxation of 
ha~ng your OYm 40 acres in the great 
outdoor recreational area of the 
Uintah Basin. Starting a1 only 
$29,900. Call UTLR 1-888-693-5263. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WE BUY ALL Muslcal lnstnments, 
Guitars, Am~ifiers and Records. If 
Ws musical and you want to sell i • 
then we're the Guys to Call. 760-987-
5349. (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE/AUCTION 
MONTANA BUSINESS OPPORTU-
NITY! 3 owners/57 years, 18C8Ssion • 
resistant klcalioo, 2-3 person opera-
tion, cash business, operate season-
ally or year round, ~ I Pederson 
1-406-939-2501, 
www.Ranch4You.com 'The Freet. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE/CEMETERY PROP, 
ERTY 
PRE-PLAN YOUR FUNERAL! Donl 
Burden Your FamiM Interest Free 
Payment Plans Available. Rose Hils 
Memorial Par1< aro Morluill'Y, FD970. 
Marl< Fink Insurance Utense 
OC46476. 1-800-691-5515. !Ca~ 
SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE/OUT Of STATE 
20 ACRE RANCHES, Near Boomi,g 
El Paso Texas. Roads Surveyed. 
$14,900, $200 Down, $145/month. 
Money Baci Guarantee. Free Maps 
& Pictures. 1-801).343-9«4. No 
Credi Checks!! (Cal-SC.AN) 
COLORADO RANCH FORECLO--
SURES. 100 Acres ~st $59,900. 
Other ranches available. Year- round 
roads, = lo utifiles. Excellalt 
Filarx:ing Available. 1~96-5263 
x4287. www.CALovesCO.com (Cal-
SCAN) 
Montana's Best Property. LAND 
SALE! 20AC- County Road and 
lliilities- $49,900. 160AC 1racls slllt-
ilg al $650/ AC. ll0-1000AC ranch 
lands for catt1e, horses, and the best 
elk and deer area- Under $900'AC. 
Nor1t1 of Billilgs, MT. Access to toou-
sands of BLM. Owner financing or 
pay cash with discount CaU 1-STT-
229-7840 or visn 
www.WeslernSkiesLand.com (Ca, 
SCAN) 
NEW ARIZONA L.ANO Rush! 1 or 2-
1i'l 'FooW Field' Sized Lotsl $0 
Down. $0 Interest. $159-$208 per 
monthl M>ney 8aclc Guarantee! 1-
877-466-0650 or 
www.SunSilesLilldRush.com (Ca, 
SCAN) 
SOUTHERN COLORADO LAND 
Sale!• 35Acres • Only $36,900 or 35 
Acres with Log Cabin Package -
$74,900. Rocky Mountain V~\\S, 
Bluffs and Canyons. owner 
Financing! 1-877-399-9595. (Cal-
SCAN) 
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or oommon aw (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed l'l1lh the County of 
RNe~ on 07/01/08. 
I h«eby certify that !tis copy is a cor-
reet ~ of Iha original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictnious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was ~ed in the Office 
of the County Clerl A rtr,11 Ficti1ious 
Business Natre Slaletrenl roost be 
filed before that time. The ffing of 
this statement does not nse1 author-
~e the use in this state of a Ficlitious 
· Business Name in vi<iation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business :l1d Professions 
Code), 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08543 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The folkMif"IJ person(s)is (are) doing 
business as: 
D..l TRUCKING 
1 19526 LurinAve. 
r Rivers~ CA 92508 
Rivers~e County 
P.O. Box 9185 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
Mm Lorena Gutierrez 
19526 Larin Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
ln<ivkfual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact lxJslness under the ficti1kxJs 
name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that au the information in 
this statement is 1rue and carect. (A 
registrant who dedares as true, infor-
mation v.1iich he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Maritza Lorena Gutierrez. Owner 
The ffiing of this statement does not 
ofilselfautoorizetheuse11thisstate 
of a ficti1ious busness name in viola--
lion of the rights of anaher under 
federal, s1ale, or convnon law (sec. 
1440 el. seq. b &p code) 
statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/27/08. 
I hereby certify that !tis cq,y is a cor-
rect ~ of the original statement on 
ffieinmyoffice. 
NOTICE: lhis fictitious business 
name statement expires five yein 
from the date I was filed in the Office 
of the Counfy Clerl A new Ficlitious 
Business Natre Statement mus1 be 
filed before that time. The ffiing of 
this statement does not itsef author-
ize the use in this state of a Flclitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, stale 
or common ~w (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry w. Waro, County cim 
FILE NO. R-2008-00851 
p. 1/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
AMEtl>ED 
The follOlling person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
FINANCIAL STRATGIES GROUP 
5225 Scott Ave. 
Rivers~e. CA 925re 
Riverside Coumy 
3870 La Sierra Ave., Suite #175 
Riverside, CA 92505 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business :l1d Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Witd, County Cleft 
FILE NO. R-2008--06683 
p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112, 7/J. 7110, 
7117, 7/l4 
The fol~ person(s)is (are) doing 
business as: 
FIRST FAMOUS CHURCH OF 
CHRIST 
5955 Sdlitte St 
Riverside, CA 925W 
Riverside County 
25350 Santiago Dr. #8 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
First Famous Churm of Quist 
5955 Sdlilite St 
Riveraide, CA 925W 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registran1 has no1 yet begun lo 
transact bu~ness under the licti1ious 
name(s) lis1ed above. 
I dedare that al the information in 
this statement is true and correct. IA 
regis1rant wi-o declares as true, infor-
mation wtlich he or she knows lo be 
false is glil~ of a critre. I 
'ii. Pastor Stephen Dada, Presilent 
The fifing of this statement does not 
of itself auth<m the use in this state 
of a fdiious business name in u 
lion of the rights of ancther under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p axle) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/26Xl8. 
I hereby certify that !tis oopy is a cor-
rect copy of the original s1alement on 
fie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
horn the dale i was filed in the Office 
of the Counfy Clerk. A new Fictiioos 
Business Name Statement must be 
Red before that time. The Ring of 
this statement does not itseW author-
ize the use a, this stale ofa Ficlitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, stale 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Coun~ Cleft 
FILE NO. R-2008-08315 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7111, 7/l4 
Thefot~ person(s)is(are)doing 
business as: 
FRUIT OF LIFE MINISTRIES 
5955 SmPne Sl 
Riverside, CA 92500 
Riverside County 
25350 Santiago Dr. #8 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
FIU!oflife Mnistries 
5955 Smiine St. 
Rivfflide, CA 92500 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation, 
Registrant romtrenced to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness namels) listed above on 
05/0tr.2001. 
I declare that al the information 11 
this statement is truq and correct. (A 
registrant woo dedares as true, infor-
mation wtich he or she knows to be 
false is guifty of a crime.) 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
BUILDINGS FOR SAi.Ei 'Beal Nex1 
Suostantial Increase!' 20x30x12 
$4,300. 25x40x14 $6,800. ~50x14 
· • Master Mind Enterprises, llt. 
3870 La Sierra Ave., Slile 175 
Riversio!, CA 92505 
CALIFORNIA 
s/. Pastor Stephen Dada, Pre~ent 
The filil"IJ of th~ stalerlllnt does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a ficiitious busiless natre in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or comrmn law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
$7,900. 35x56x16 $11,500. 
40x60x16 $14,900. 50x140x19 
$41,fAlO. 60x100x18 $32,800. 
Pioneer silce 1980.1-&l0-668-5422. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
The follrYMng person(s) ~ (are) doing 
lllsiness as: 
EXCELLENT BOOKKEEPPING 
AND TAX SERVICES 
7675 Sea Vista Drive 
Riversio!, CA 925al 
Riverside County 
Barbara SUe Guist 
7675 Sea V~ta Drive 
Riversio!, CA 9250!, 
This business is cooducted by 
lndi'lilual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fiditious 
name(s) listed al:ove. 
I dedare that an the information i1 
this statement is tn.e and correct. '.A . 
regis1rant woo declares as true. infer-: 
mation which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a critre.) 
'ii. Barbara Sue Guist 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itself auloorize the use In this state 
of a ficti1ious business name in viola-
,, 
This business· is cooducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fidi1ious 
narne(s) l~ted atxlve. 
I declare tha1 al the information in 
th~ statement is lnll and.cornti. (A 
registrant woo declares as true, infa-
mation v.1iidi he or she knows to be 
false is gully ol a crime:) 
s/. Omero Davia, Presxlent 
The Ding of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this stale 
of a ficti1ious busiless name in 'Mla-
Statement filed with the County of 
Riversideon1J61Z611)8. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the orijnal slalernent on 
fi~ in my ofoce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name sta1ement expires five years 
from the date tt was filed in the Ollice 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Slatement muS! be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself aJ1lior. 
tion of the rights of another under ize the use in this state of a FICtilious 
federal, state, or comrroo law (sec. 
1440 eL seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the ·County of 
Riverside on 05/20/06. 
I hereby certfy that this~ is a COi'· 
rect copy of the original statement on 
fiil~myoffice. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement eipres five years 
Business Natre in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Professions 
Code), 
Lany w. Waro, Coulty c1er1< 
FILE NO. R-2008-0831◄ 
p. 7fJ, 7/10, 7117, 7/l4 
from the date ttwas filed in the Office , ThefollrHiilg person{s) is (are)doing 
of the County Cllrt A new Flditious busiless ifi: 
Business Nm S1aterrent must be LITTLE SAIGON VIETNAMESE . 
filed before that lime. The fling of CUISINE 
this statement does not itseff author• 2ti50 HclTinef Ave. 
ize the use in this state of a Ficli1ious '. Norco, CA 92860 
Business Name in violali:Jn of the Riverside Coorty 
rights of another under federal, state 
Lobby Hours: 
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. , 
Samson Pham (NMNO 
1825 Cai11in Crcle 
Corona, CA 92879 
Cindy Ngon Ly 
1935. Poplar Sl 
San Bemardno, CA 92410 
This business is conducted 11; a 
General Par1nership. 
Registrant commence to 1ransact 
bu~ness under the fictitious bus~ 
ness name{s) listed above on 
September 2002. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is lrue aro correct (A 
• registrant woo declares as 1rue, infor-
mation wllch he or she knows. to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
'ii. Cindy Ngon Ly 
The fling of this statml does not 
of itself auloorize the use il this state 
of a fictitious busiless natre in villa-
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. . 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of ano~ under 
federal, slate, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
statement ffed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/09/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a cor-
oo ~ of the original statement on 
ffiemmy offl:e. 
NOTICE: This fictnious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed in the Office · 
of the Coulfy Clerk A new Ficti1bus 
Business Natre Staletrenl must be 
filed before that lime. The ijing of 
this statement does not itsett author-
ae the use in this state of a Ficti1bus 
Business Name in liolation of the 
riglis of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14-411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code) 
. Lany w. Waro, Counly Clert 
RLE NO. R-2008-07496 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
Slatement fled with the County of The followif"IJ person(s) is (are) doing 
Riverside on 06/'24m. bu~ness as; 
lherebycertifylhalthiscopyisacor- NEW STYLE BEAUTY SUPPLY & 
rect copy of the original statetrert on BRAID£RY 
file in my ofoce. 1731 Aspen Court 
NOTICE: This flclitious business San Jacint>, CA 92583 
name statement expires five years • Riverside County 
from the date I was filed 11 the C1!ice 
a the Coull!f Cieri<. A new Fidilious 
Business Natre Statement must be 
filed before that titre. The filing of 
this statement does not ilseW aulhor-
Lisa Lorraile Dunham 
1731 Aspen Ct. 
San Jacint>, CA 92583 
~e the use in this state of a Ficlilious This' .business is conducted by 
Business Natre in mation of the Individual. 
rilhts of anolher under federal state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Waro, County Clerk 
RLE NO. R-2008-oo193 
p. 7/J, 7/10, 7117, 7/l4 
The folowing person(s) is (are) doing 
business· as: · 
MAX FOOTWEAR 
22500 TOYm Ci"cle, Sune 2066 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Riverside Coonty 
Kwan Soo Part 
6025 Abernathy Drive 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Th~ business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registroot oommenced to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name{s) listed above on 
1!/07/2003. 
I dedare that an the infoonalion in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
reg~tranl who declares as 1rue, infor-
mation v.1iidi he or she knows to be 
false is guily of a crime.) 
sf. Kwan Soo Par1< 
The ffiing of this statemert does not 
of itself auloorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious busiless name in viola-
tion of Iha rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec.. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement fikld with the County of 
Riverside on 06/17/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the orignal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This ficti1ioos business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed In lhe Office 
of the County aerk. AnewFICtitious 
Business Name Statement mus1 be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this sta1etrent does not itself author-
ize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Nane in violation of the 
righls of another under federal, slate 
or comrmn ~w (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Professions 
Cooo) 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-07821 
p, 7/J, 7/10, 7117, 1/l4 
The following person(s) is (are)doing 
business as: 
Ill AIR CONDITIONING & HEAT• 
ING 
2323 Mill'j SL 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Riverside County 
Mart Anthony Balard 
2323 May St 
. Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is oonducted bY 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare Iha all the infonmatioo ii 
this statemert is true and correct. (A 
registrant who dedares as tn.e, infor-
mation v.1iich he or st2 knows to be 
false is!1Jiftyof acrirre.) 
'ii. Mar1<A. Ballatd 
The filing of this statement cfoes not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business lllder the ficti1kxJs 
narne(s) listed above. 
I declare tliat all the information ii 
this statement is true aro correct. (A 
registrant woo declares as true, infor-
mation v.1iich he or she knows to be 
false is guifty of a crime.) 
'ii. Lisa L. Dunham 
The ijing of this statetrent does not 
ol itself authorize the use in this sta1e 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion ci the rights of anottler under , 
federal, state; or commx, law (sec. 1 
1440 et. seq, b &p code) 
statement filed with the County of 
Rivers~e on 06/'23/08. 
I hereby certfy that this~ is a cor-
rect copy of the orignal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement ex~res five years 
from the date n was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statetrenl must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsett author-
ize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another urder federal, stale 
or oommon law (See Sectioo 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Waro, Co111ty Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08006 
p. l!J. 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The folowing fictitious business 
name(s) has been abandoned by the 
follM19 person(s): 
PLATINUM PET MOBILE GROOM-
ING 
25859 Avenida Del Oro 
Temecula, CA 92500 
Sharon Sanders-Graneau 
25859 Avenida ~ Oro 
Temecu~, CA 92590 
This business is conducted by: 
lroividual 
The fictitious business natre(s) 
referred to above was filed in 
Riverside County on 10/29/2007. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and cornti. (A 
registrant who decla-es as true, infor-
mation whi:h he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a critre.) 
s/ ... Sharoo Sanders-Graneau 
Th~ statement was filed with the 
County Cieri< o1 Rivermi County on 
6118/08. 
Lany W. Warn, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14851 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The following person(s) is (are) oong 
business /fl: 
PS APPRAISALS 
63Applal Way 
Palm Desert. CA 92211 
RNerside County 
Paula Elizabeth Sloan · 
63ApplalWay 
Palm Desert. CA 92211 
This business is conducted by 
lndividua. 
Registrant commerced to transact 
business under the fictitious bus~ 
ness name(s) listed above on 
09/19(1003. 
I declare that all the i!lfonnation 11 
. this statement is true and correct. V,. 
registrant woo declares as true, infor-
mation v.1id1 he or she knows to be 
false is gui1y of a critre.) 
s/. Paula Elizabeth Sloan 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself auloorize the use in this slate 
of a fictitious business name in violil-
tion ex the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common ~w (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed v.ilh the County of 
Riverside 'on 06/17/06. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file11myoffice. , 
NOTICE: This fictitious lllsiness 
name statement expires five years 
from the date tt was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business NMie Staletrenl must be 
~ before that titre. The fiHng of 
this sta1emenl does not itself author-
ize Iha use ii this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
. or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professilns 
Code). 
Lany W. Waro, Coulty Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2008-07815 
p, 713, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The fakrtliog person(s) is (are)doing 
business as: 
ROI 
34035 Cenlerslooe Cide 
Temecu~. CA 92592 
Riverside Counly 
Royal Distribut~. Inc. 
34035 Cenlerstone Crete 
Temecula, CA 92592 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
R19smt commenced to transact 
business under the ficli1ious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
06/30/2003. 
I declare that all the information in 
lhis statement is true and correct. (A 
registrart who decla.'es as true, infor-
mation whidi he or she knows lo be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Alma Ferstle, Secretary 
The filing of 1his statement does not 
of itsett authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another uroer 
federal, state, or conmon ~w (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement ~ with the County of 
Riverside oo 0&17/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect~ of the original statement oo 
file in my office. • 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name s1atement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. Anew FIClitious 
Busiless Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The fililg of 
th~ statement does not ~tt author-
ize the use in this state of a Ficlitious 
Busiless NMie in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or common law (See Sectio!I 14411, 
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Prolessions 
Code). 
Lany w. Waro, County Clerk 
1 FILE NO. R-2008-07814 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The lobing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
SUN CITY TILE 
EMERGENCY SERVICES 
COORDINATOR 
SALARY: $5,270 - $6,403 
Experience and knovoedge in 
municipal government public 
works and/or ullllty operations Is 
highly ~esirable. Foor years of in• 
creasingly respon~ble admir-is-
trative experience in lhe field of 
emergency services program 
planning and operations, munici-
pal program administration or a 
dosely related field and an equiv-
alent to completion of the twelfth 
grade: or two years of experience 
wilh an equivalenl lo and Associ· 
ale's degree from an accredited 
college or university with major 
work in public or business admin-
~tration or a related field; er some 
administrative experience with 
1he equivalent lo a Bachelor's ~ 
gree. Must be able to pass an In-
tensive police background 
ITTvesllgalion. Musi be available lo 
respond to majcr emergency inci-
dents on an on-<:all basis and 
under emergency conditions. 
Possession of a valid Class •c• 
Callfomia Molor'Vehide Opera-
tor's License is raqulred. Apply 
ool!ne: www.riversideca.gov 
p. 7124 
27140 Shade Rd. 
Sun Oty, CA 92586 
Rlvemde County 
Del¥\ Edwaro Prenger 
42660Whilier 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is conducted by 
lroividual. 
Regimnl commenced to transact 
business under the fictifuus busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
05/05/2003. 
I declare that all the irlormation in 
this statement ~ true and correct. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor-
mation whi:h he or she koows to be 
lase is guilty of a critre.) 
s/. Dean Edward Prenge,-
The fiing of th~ statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a lictitious business natre in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federa, state, or convnon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p axle) 
Statement filed with the Coumy of 
Riverside on 06/17m. 
I hereby C81ify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statemen1 on 
file in my aflce. 
NOTICE: This ficlitious business 
natre statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed in the Office 
of the Coumy Clert. A new Fictitious 
Bu~ness Natre Statement must be 
filed before that titre. The fililg of 
this statement does not rtsett author-
ize the use in this slate of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vi<iation of the 
righls of another under federal, slate 
or comroon ~w (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Lany W. Wa111, County Cler1< 
FILE NO. R-2008-07824 
p, 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7124 
The following person(s) is (are) dang 
busiless as: 
SWITCHINGTECH 
34035 Certerstone Circle 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Riverside Coun~ 
Royal Distributors, Inc. 
34035 Cenlerstone Circle 
Temerula, CA92592 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation, 
Regmnt COIM!enced to transact 
business under the ficli1ious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
06/'j)/2003. 
I declare that all the information ii 
this statement is true .rid correct. (A 
registrant ~!lo declares /fl l"ue, 11for-
mation llllidi he or she knows lo be 
fa$0 is ~ily of a crime.) 
sUJma Ferstle, Secretary 
The fifing of this statement does na 
of ~If authorize the use in this slate 
of a fiditious business name ii viola-
tion of the ri,jhts of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statetrent filed with the County ex 
Riverside on 0&17/08. 
I hereby certify that 1his copy is a cor-
rect cq,y ol lhe original statement on 
lile in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busiless 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed 11 the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Ficlitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
ijed before that time. The ~ing of 
this statement dcfs not ilsett author-
ize the use in 1his state of a Fictitious 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Lany w. Waro, County Clerll 
FILE NO. R-2008-07823 
p. 7/J, 7110, 7117, 7/l4 
The follov.1ng fictitious business 
narne(s) has been ab:ridoned by the 
fo!IO'iling person(s): 
CONROY'S FLOWERS 
• 5300 Arling1oo Ave. 
R~ersK!e, CA 92504 
Ketl<i Bhupen Vora 
8176 Gordon Green 
Buena Part, CA 0062J 
Ra~ Rajsun 
3955 Burge SI. 
RiversK!e, CA 92505 
This bu~ness is con<iJcted by. ~ 
Partners 
The fictmous business name(s) • 
referred to above was filed in 
Riversile Counly oo 7/20fl:IJ6. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statemert is true and correct. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor• 
mation llllich he or she knows to be 
fa~ is guilty of a critre.) 
st ... RaviSun 
This statement was filed with the 
County Clerk of RiversKle County on 
7/01/08, 
Larry w. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-200>10283 
Cont inued on Page B--' 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
$3,614.56 to $4,397.66 
per mo. 
Salary based on a 
40,hr week. 8 hr day. 
(PERS Ret. Med. 
Den. Vis. L , Ins. SL,) 
Exp: State approved 
apprenticeship in shetmet• 
al trade. or 3 yrs P~-
Sheetlneial work exp. HS 
Diploma or equiv. CDL and 
auto liability ins. Deadline: 
cont,subject to closing at 
anytime. Apply at: 
SBCUSD.HR Classified. 
777 N. F St., San 
Bernardino 
(909) 381, 1234 
sbcusd.com 
AAE/EOE/HDCP 
p. 7/03, 711. 7/1712008 
RIVERSIDE 
BASED 
PROFESSIONAL 
AGENCY SEEKS: 
SENIOR GRANT MAN-
AGER (WRITER) $40K+ 
Serie as pmary !19nt wriler 
wilhgant~team(of3-4)d&-
9i,1le<I ID wrile andswmil n-.JlijJe 
grants,nmhly. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
BA..-.je,perienceio 
Email Resume to: 
grantv,riti"14@ntomassocla1es.crg 
Or Con'aa Pam i. nm infomalion 
al 951.&12.4MHM 
MARKETING 
DIRECTOR 
APPRENTICESHIP 
[not real-estate related] 
Successful candidate will re<:eive 
Contract b Base Salary starting al 
$50-60K +Bonuses- Participale in a 
one (1) Day Trair,ng; Serve as an 
AWentice for 45 Days Dunng the 
apprenticesh\>, show your mari<el-
ing and sales s\ils. 
Qualif,:atims: BA~ Marleling 
Gall: 951.218.1!46tonndoutmore 
about bong an Apprentice. 
Ser<! rosume lo 
Business Natre in violation of the gram1le!24@mhmassodales.org 
rights of another under federal, state 
p, 7/J, 7/10, 1117, 7/l4 
• New County recruitments this week: Environmental Technician I 
$15.36-$19.59/hr 
Health Services Assistant I 
$12.01"$15.36/hr 
Licensed Vocational Nurse I 
$14.58-$18.65/hr 
Nurse Manager-Dialysis 
. $34.62-$44.25/hr 
Security Technician II 
$2,239.47-$2,861)3/mo 
Sheriffs Medical Stores Specialist 
$2,527.20-$3,232.67/mo 
Supervising Public Health l)lutritlonist 
$24.57-$31.38/hr 
Title Transfer Technician I 
$15.73"$20.09/hr 
Title Transfer Technician Trainee & I 
$12.63-$16.12/hr 
San Bernardino County HR 
157 W. Fifth St 
• 
San Bemartlino 
(909)387-8304 
www.sbcounty.gov/hr 
EEO/ADA Complianl 
p. 7124 
The Black Voice News Page B-4 Thursday, July 24, 2008 
Continued from B-3 of Ills Onfer to Show Cause shan be General Partnereslip. published at least once eacll week Registrant llas , not yet begun to 
for four soccessive weeks prior to the transact bu~ness under the flClitious 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR date set for hearing oo the petition in name(s) 5sted above. 
CHANGE OF NAME the follolling newspaper of gereral I declare that all the in'ormation in 
CASE NUMBER RIC 502677 circulation, printed in this county: this s1atement is true and correct (A 
To Al Interested Persons: Petifurer. Blad( Voi::e, 4290 Brockton Aveoue, registrant who declares as true, infor-
Ramon Francisco Rabago filed a Riverside, CA92501. mabon v.!Jidi he or she knows to be 
paition With this court for a decree Date: Jan. 09, 2008 false is guilty of a crime.) 
changing names as follows: Ramon Stephen D. Cummins, Judge of the s/. Jeramiah Lamarr Reed 
Francisco Rabago to Ramon Superior Court The filing of this statement does not 
Francisco Martinez. The Court p. 713, 7110, 7117, 7/24 cl itseW auttxxize the use in this state 
Onfers that all persoos interes1ed in cl a fictitious business name in viola-
this matter appear before this court at The folkMing persoo(s) is (a'!!) doing ooo of the rights of another under 
the hearing indi:a!ed be/a,\> to sro.v business as: federal, state, or conmon law (sec. 
cause, if any, 1111y the petition for CALIBOUNCE 1440 el seq. b &p code) 
• change of name sho\lld not be grant· 7951 Cyi)'ess Ave.• Statement filed with the County of 
ed. My person objecting to the name Fontana, CA 92336 Rive!side on 07/07/08. 
changes described above must file a San Bernardino County I hereby certify that this copy ~ a cor • 
wntten ol:jection that includes the rect copy of the original statement oo 
reasons for the ob~ at least two Jeram~h Ramgrr Reed ffiein my office. 
court days before the matte,, objec- 1951 Cypress Ave. NOTICE: This fictitious business 
tion 1s 'timely filed, the court may Fontana, CA 92336 name statement expires frve years 
grant the petition without a heanng. from the date n was filed in the Office 
Notice of Hearing: Date: 8/14/08 John Thomas Rornagnon of the County Clerlt. A rew Fictitious 
Tlll'jl: 8:30 Dept.: 03. The address of 245 Grant St Business Name Statement rrust be 
the court ~: Superior Court of Redlands, CA 92373 filed before that time. The fling of 
California, County of Riverside, this statement does not itself aulho.'-
4050 Main St, (P.O. Box 431), Th~ buslleSS is conducted by a ize the use ii this slate cl a FKiitious 
Riverside, CA 92502--0431. A w,r; Business Name in v'otation of the 
Employment OpportunHles 943 I Employment Opportunltlts 943 1 I~ o,,ortun~ 943 I 
JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO 
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM 
The San Bernardino 
Police Department 
is NOW .HIRING for the 
position of Police Officer 
$4,685 - $6,442 
Monthly Salary 
~aaitional positions inc u-~--
• Law Enforcement Trainee 
Dispatcher 
• Community Service Officer 
• Records Technician 
The SBPD offers competitive salary, 
medical, dental and vision benefits, 
paid vacation and holiday time, sick 
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual 
pay, education reimbursement and 
POST incentive pay. 
Interested applicants can download applica-
tions at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person 
at San Bernardino City Hall, loc~ted at 300 N. 
• "D" St. in San Bernardino 
For additional information log on to 
www.JoinSBPD.org 
or contact the recruiter at 
(909) 388-4918 
Employment OpportvniUH 943 I Emjlloyment Oppo<lvnlhs 943 1 I Efflploymtnt -ltltt 943 1 
RIVERSIDE [}{] 
rights of another under federal, state from the date ij was ied in the Office 
or common law (See Section 14411, of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Et Seq., Business and Professions Business Nane Stalement l!IIJSt be 
Code). filed before that time. The filing of 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk this statement does not itseM author• 
FILE NO. R-2008--08704 ize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
p. 7110, 7117, 7124, 7/JI Business Name in violaooo of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
The following person(s) is (are) doing or crxnmon law (See Section 14411, 
business as: Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions 
DESERT VALLEY REAL ESTATE Code). 
71843 Hghway 111, Sune C Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
Rancho Mirage, Califoma 92270 FILE NO. R-2008-08658 
Riverside County p. 7110, 7/17, 7/24, 7131 
Desert Valley Lerong, Inc. The folkl>Mng persoo(s) is (are) doing 
71843 Hwy 111, Sune C business as: 
Rancho Mrage, CA 92210 H20 PURE WATER 
CALIFORNIA 5387 Artingtoo Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by a • Riverside County 
~lion. P.O. Box70487 
Registrant has not yet begun to Riverside, CA 92513 
transact business under the fdi:ious 
name(s) listed above. Henry Leonard Chisler 
I declare that aD lhe information in 1702 Hennosa Ave., #8 
this statement is true and coned. (A Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
registrant woo declares as true, infor. 
mation with he or she knows ll be This business is conducted by a 
false is guily of a aime.) lndjyjjual. 
s/. Gwen Kay Vance, Preskleilt Registrant has not yet begun to 
The fi'ing of this statement does not lrmct business under the fictitious 
of nself authorize the use in ttis state name(s) listed above. 
of a fictitious business name n liofa. I dedare lha1 all the information in 
lion of the rights of another I.Mer this statement is true and correct. (A 
federal, state, 91 commoo law (sec. registrant who declares as lrue, infOi'· 
1440 et seq. b &p code) mation whidi he or she koows to be 
Statement filed with the County of fa~ is gully of a crime.) 
Riverside oo 06/12/08. s/. Hervy Leooard Chisler 
I hereby certify that this copy is a car- The filing of this staterrert does not 
reel copy rl the original statement on of itseW authaize the use in this state 
fiteinmy office. of a fictitious business name II vda-
NOTICE: This fictioous business tion of the rights of ardier under 
name statement expires five years federal, state, or common law (sec. 
from the dale I was filed in the Offire 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
of the Councy Cle.i. A new Fi:tilious Statement filed with the County of 
Bu~ress Name Statement must be Riversi<il on 06/27/08. 
filed before that time. The tiling of I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
this statement does not nself author• rect copy of the original statement on 
~e the use in this state of a Fi:titious filejn my office. 
Business Name in oolatlon of the NOTICE: This fictitious business 
rights of another under federal, slate name statement expires five years 
or COITIIOO!l law (See Section 14411, from the date It was ffed in tte Off'l:e 
Et Seq., Business and Professions of the County Oert. A new Fditious 
Codei Busiress Name Statefllefll l!IIJSt be 
Larry W. ward, County Cterlt filed before !hat tine. The fi!ng of 
FILE NO. R-2008-07627 this statement does not itself autror •' 
p. 7110, 7117, 7124, 7/31 ize the use in this state ij a FICtitioos 
Business Name in violation cl the 
The falowing persoo(s) is (are) doirg rights of another unde,, federal, state 
business as: or common law (See Section 14411, 
GENESIS PRODUCTIONS Et Seq., Business and Professioos 
27144 Bg Horn Ave. Code). 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 Larry W. Ward, Coun~ Cfert 
Riverside County FILE NO. R-m-08412 
P.O. Box 614 p. 7110, 7117, 7/24, 7131 
Moreno VaHey, CA 92556 
The follolling persoo(s) is (are) doing 
James Kennedy Cole bu~ness as: 
27144 Bg Horn Ave. KEEPIN IT CLEAN HOME SERVJC. 
Moreno Va!ey, CA 92555 ES 
27005 Rockvale Terrance 
This business is conducted by a Moreno Val~, CA 92555 
lndMdua. Riverside County 
Registrant commenoed to transact 
business under the lictioous business Kim Imports Elports 
name(s) listed above on 24 May 14571 Sumymead BM!. 
2000. t.!1Xeno Valley, CA 92553 
I dedare that al the information in CALIFORNIA 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant vdlo declares as true, inflr. This business is conducted by a 
malion v.hich he IX she koows ID be Corporation. 
false is guilty of a airre.) Registrant has not yet begun to 
s/. James K Cole transact business under the flctiious 
The filing of this statement does not name(s) listed above. 
cl itsel authorize the use in this slate I dedare that ~I the information in 
cl a fidi1ious business name in viola- !his statement is true and correct. (A 
tion of the rwJhls of another under registrant who ded.ares as true, mar-
federal, state, or oorm,on law (sec. malion which he or she koows to be 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) false is guilty of a crime.) 
Statemen1 filed with lhe County of sl. Glen Walls & Roderid! K Drden, 
Riverside on 07/07/08. Ch~! Finance aficer/Secretay 
I hereby certify that this copy is a oar- The Ding of this statement does not 
reel copy of the OO{jnal statement on of itself auttxxize the use in this state 
file in my office. of a fictitious business name in liofa. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business lion of the rights of another Lllder 
name statement expires five years federal, state, or common law (sec. I~ OpportuNtlts 943 1 I El,ploymltt Oppomnhs 943 1 
COU N TY p 
DEPARTM E NT 
STAN SNJFF, SHElllFF-CORONER 
NOW HIRING 
1-888-JOIN RSD 
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG 
1440 eL seq. b &p cooe) I of a fittitw business name ii m registrant woo declares as bile, ilfor• 
Slatelrerl fied widl the CoUlty of ooo cl the rights of another ooder mation whi:11 he or she knows to be 
Rilersile on 07illm8. federa, stae, IX conmon law (sec. false is ~ityof a aime.) 
I hereby cerifythat this copy Is a cor- 1440 et seq. b &p code) s/.Semll.ance 
red copy of the origi1al staten;ient on Statement filed with the County of I The fling of flis Statement does nof 
fileilmyoffice. ' Riverside oo 07/08/08, · of itself authorize the use in this state 
NOTICE: This fictitious business I hei"eby certify that this copy ts a ca- of a IK:titious business name in m 
name statement expires five years red copy of the IJiginal statement oo lion of the fll!is of aoother under 
from the date ~ was filed in the Office fie in my office. federal, state, IX common law (sec. 
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious NOTICE: This fictitious business 1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Business Name Statemen1 mus1 be name statement expres five years Statement fifed with the CaJl'ly of 
fifoo before that tire. The filing of from the date i was fifed in the Office Ri'lelslde 00 06/25/08. 
Ills swment does not itself author- of the CMy Clefk: A new Frctitiots I hereby C8ftif>f that ttis copy is a cor-
ize the use i1 this state of a Fditious Business Name Statement 11lJSI be red copy d the oriJi'0I stiement oo 
Business Name in YiJfai<xl of the lied before that time. The fifirYJ of iieilmym. 
rights cl another under fed«af, state this statement does not itself author· NOTICE: This fictitious busiless 
or common law (See Section 14411, ize the use in !his stated a Fictitioos name staterrert eXjites frve years 
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions Business Name ·111 roaoon of the tom the date It was fifed in the Office 
Code). riJlis of another unde,, fedeni, s1ale of lhe County Ciefl:. A new Fditious 
Larry w. \Va'd, Coullty Clerk IX common law (See Section 14411, Business Name Sta1emert must be 
FILE NO. R-2008-08574 Et Seq., Business and Protessons ~ed before that time. The fif1119 of 
p. 7110, 7117, 7/24, 7131 Code). this staterrent does not itself author• 
Larry w. \Va'd, Counfy Cferk ~e the use in this state of a Fdlious 
The folkMing persor(s) is (are)doing FILE NO. R-~746 Business Name ifl violation of the 
business as: p. 111n 1111, 1m, 1131 rights of another unde,, federal, state 
REUABLE RESTORATION °" common law (See Section 14411, 
48520 De Portola Road The fob.ing pe!SOO(S) is (are) doing Et Seq., Business and Professions 
' Temecula, CA 92592 llJsiness as: Code~ 
Rilersile County BLUE<NAJ.. Lally W. Ward, County Cle,,k 
24578 Sunnymead Blvd., #1:1 FILE NO. R-2000-08237 
Sean En'k Lance Mrxeno Ihle/, CA 92553 p. 7/10, 7117, 7124, 7131 
46520 De Portola Rd. Riverside County 
Temecula, CA 92592 174 W. Lincoln Ave. #632 The folla,mg person(s) is (are)doing 
Analeim, CA 92805 business as: 
This business is conducted by a TAIi TRAVEL SERVICES 
lndi'liduaf.' Blue Oval 9414 MagnwAve. • 
Registrant has not yet begun to 174 W. Lincoln Ave. #652 Ri'lelslde, CA92503 
transact rosiness under the IK:titious Armim, CA 92805 Ri'lelslde County 
name(s) listed above. CALIFORNIA 
I declare that al the nformation ill Luis Feli>e Pineda 
ttis statement is true and comld. (A This business is QJnduded by a 14195 Cimamon Dr. 
regismt woo dedares as true, infor- CorpraliJn. Foo1ana, CA 92331 
mation whK:h te or she knows to be Registrant has not yet begun to 
false is guity of a aine.) transact busi1ess under the fictitious This busi1ess is conducted by a 
s/. Sean Lance name{s) isled above. ridMduaf. 
The filing of this statement does not I declare that all the infonMion in Registrant llll11l!l81C8d to tra!isact 
of itseW authorize the use in this state this statement is true and correct (A business under the fictitious business 
of a fictitious busiress name in viofa. registrant who declares as true, infor- name(s) listed above on 08/22!2000. 
lion of the rights of another undei' maooo whK:h he or sre knows to ~ I decfare that all the illformation in 
federal, slate, °" canmon law (sec. false is gully of a crime.) this statement is true and correct. (A 
1440 el seq. b &p code) s/. Nida Bundeal~, President registrarlt who declares as true, infor • 
Statemeo1 fled witli the County ci The frting cl this statenient does not mation whi:h he or she knows to be 
Rilerside on 00/25/08, cl itself authaize the use ii this sla1e false is ~ily of a aine.) 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor- of a fictitious business name in vda- s/. Luis ~ Pineda 
rect copy of the original statement on tion of the rights of mier under The fling of this statement does not 
fiteinmyolli:e. mderat, state, IX COOVIOO law (sec. dilselfauthoriz!theuseilttisstae 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 1440 et seq. b &p code) rl a flClitious busi1ess name in vda-
name statement expires five years Statement filed with the County of lion rl the rights of another ooder 
from the date I was filed in the Oflce Riverside oo 07,®08. federal, state, or romnon law (sec. 
of the County Clerk. A new Fidltioos I hereby certify that !tis copy is a cor- 1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Business Name Staement must be red w,r; of the original statemert on Staement ~ with the County of 
filed before that time. The filing of filenmyoflice. Ri'lelslde oo 06/27/08. 
this statement does not itseW auth<J· NOTICE: This fictitious business I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
ize the use ~ this state of a Fictitious name statement expies five years red copy of the original statement oo 
Business Name in violation of the from the date n was filed ifl the Office fieinmyoffice. 
rights cl mher underfe(feral, stale of the Coonty Clert. A new Fictitioos NOTICE: This fictioous business 
or cormm law (See Section 14411, Business Name Statemen1 rrust be name s1atement expres Ive )US 
Et Seq., Business and Professions flled before that time. The ling of 1rom the dae ij W8$ fifed in the Office 
Code). this statement does not itself aufhrx. rl the County Clerk. A new Fditious 
Larry w. ward. County Cle,,k izetheusenthisstateofaFIClioous Business Name Statement must be 
FILE NO. R-2008-08237 Business Name ii roation of the filed before that time. The fifi'9 of 
p. 7110, 7117, 7124, 7131 rights of another under federal, state this statement does not itself authrx-
1ll conmon law (See SedKlll 14411, , ize the use in this state of a Fi:tioous 
The fotkMing person(s) is (are) doing El Seq., Business and ProfessiJos Business Name in violation of the 
busiless as: Code). 4llis rl another under federci, stale 
STRICTLY BETTAS J..a/ly w. Ward, County Ctert IX comroon law (See Section 1441 t, 
5445 Granada Ave. FILE NO. R-2008--08728 Et Seq., Business and ProfessOls 
Riverside, CA 92504 p. 7110, 7117, 7/24, 7131 Cooe). 
Rilerside Coonty Lally w. Warlf, County Cle,,k 
The follolling person(s) is (re) cfooJ FILE NO. R-2008-00352 
Teresa E.ieeo Haver business as: p. 7110, 7117, 7124, 7/31 
5445 Granada Ave. REUA81.E RESTORATION 
Rweiside, CA 92504 . 48520 De Portola ROIMI The~ persoo(s) is (are) doing 
Temecula, CA 92592 nrsiness as: 
This bus«1ess is conducted by a RMrside County TH£ GOLDEN TOUCH GARDEN-
Individual. IHG SERVICES 
Registrant has not yet begun to Sean Erik Lance 13968SaraiSt. 
transact business under the fictitious 46520 De Portola Rd. Moreno Val~y, CA 92553 
name(s) listed above. Temecula, CA 92592 Riverside County 
I declare that al the informatiln in 
this staooent is true and correct. (A This business is conducted by a Jose ml Oliveros 
registrant woo deems as true, infor. Individual. 13988Snl St. 
malion Vli1K:h he or she knows 1D be Registrant has not yet begun to , Moreno Vie/, CA 92553 
falseis guityof a aime.) bansact business under the fictitious/ 
s/. Teresa Haver name(s) listed above. · This business is conducted by a 
The filing of this statement does not I decla-e that all the informaooo in fndividJal. 
of lself authaize the use i1 this state ttis stiement is true illd OOf'18Ct (A Regisvant has not yet begun to 
I~ Opport,ntloo 943 I 1~--- 9431 , .....,_ .,,,._. 943 1 
Come Join The 
Riverside County 
Sheriff's 
Department 
The Riverside County Sheritrs Dep~rtment currently 
offers Hiring Retention Bonuse~ for the following 
positions: 
·sheriff 911 communjcatjons Officer I 
Upon Hire - $800 36 Months - $3,200 
transact busi1ess under the ficlitiM 
narne(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informaooo in 
this statement is true and conect. (A 
registralt woo declares as true, infor• 
mation v.!Jich he °" she koows to be 
false is glilty of a crime.) 
s/. Jose Oliveros 
The filing of th~ statement does not 
of nself auttxxize the use nth~ state 
of a fictitioos business name in viola-
tion of the rights of irlolher under 
federal, stale, IX common ~w (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p rode) 
Statement lied ~ the County of 
Riverside on 0019/00. 
I hereby certiy that 1lvs copy is a cor-
rect copy cl the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictruous business 
name statement ex~res five years 
from the date tt was filed in the Office 
of the County Cleric A new Fictitious 
Business Nane Statement l!IIJSt be 
filed before !hat time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself author• 
ize the use~ this state of a Frctitious 
Business Name in voaooo of the 
righ1s cl another under federal, state 
or ccmnon law (See Sellion 14411, · 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-0&103 
p. 7110, 7117, 7124, 7fJ1 
The foilolling persoo(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
OFF THE BOUNCE SOCCER 
STAHD UP EIGHT CLOTHING 
35438 Stocl<klnSt 
Bea- CA 92223 
Riverside County 
Charles Lynn Jenkins 
35438StoiitonSl 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
I dedare that al the informa1ion i1 
this statement~ true Md correct. (A 
registrant who ded.res as true, inf IX· 
maooo whi::h he or she kncws to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. lsmetda Vilcilez 
The filing of tlis statement does not 
of itseW autlooze the use in th~ stale 
of a fiditious busiless name in viola-
tion of the riglts of another unde,, 
federal, state, °" comf!Ol law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p cooe) 
Statemeri filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 07/09/08. 
I hereby Cllrtify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
filei1myoffice. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement eljlires five years 
from the date n was filed ii the Office 
of the County Clert. A new Ficti1ious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed befrxe that lime. The ffiing of 
ttis statement does not itself author-
~e the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violciion of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
IX common ~w (See SedKlll 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Cert 
FLE NO. R-2008-08802 
p. 7117, 7124, 7131, 817 
' 
The folklwing ~rson(s) is (are)doing 
busiress as: 
MISSION SMOG TEST ONLY 
5310 Mission Blvd., Unn D 
Rivers~e. CA 92509 
Riverside County 
Enfilue Meaga (NMN) 
9706 Webb St 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has nol yet begun to 
This business Is conducted by a transact business under the fiditious 
lndivilual. name(s) listed above. 
Registrant commenced to 1ransact I declare that alt the ~formation in 
business tnler the ficlitiM business this stalement is true and correct. (A 
name(s) listed above oo 04/1/08. regislral1 who declares as true, inf IX· 
I declare lha1 att the information in maooo which he IX she knows to be' 
!his statement is we and coned. (A false is guilty of a aine.) 
registrant whodedares as true, inlor· s/. Ervique Arteaga, Owner 
mation which he or she koows to be The filing of this statement does not 
false is guity of a crime.) of itself auttxxize the use 11 this state 
s/. Charles Jenkins of a fictitious business name in viola-
The ffling of this statement does rJOI ooo of the rights of another under 
of itseW authaize the use~ this slate federal, state, or common law (sec. 
of a fictitious business name in viaa- 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
tion of the rights of another under ., Statement Oed with the County of 
federal, state, or common law (sec. Riverside on 06fl7/08. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) I hereby certify that this copy isa cor· 
Statement fled ~ the County of red copy of the original s1atement oo 
fliverside oo 07111/08. ffle in my office. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor- NOTICE: This fictrtious business 
reel~ of the original statement on name statement eljlires frve years 
fife i1 my office. from the date ~ was filed in the Office 
NOTICE: This flClitious business of the County Ctert A new Fictitious 
name statement expres five years Business Name Statement must be 
from the date~ was filed in the Off'l:e filed before that time. The fili~ of 
of the County Cleft. A new FICliious this statement does not itseW author• 
Business Name Slaterrerl rrust be ize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
filed beft>i'e Iha! time. The filing of Business Name in violation of the 
this statement does not i1seW author• rijlts cl aiother under federal. state 
2e the use in this state of a Fdiious IX cornmoo law (See Section 14411, 
Business Name in Yiolation of the Et Seq, Business and Professions 
rights of another under federal, state Code). 
IX conmon law (See Seem 14411, laryW. Ward, County Clerk 
Et Seq., Business and Professions FILE NO. R-2008-08386 
Code~ p. 7117, 7124, 7l3 f, 811 
Larry W. Ward, County Cle,,k 
FILE NO. R-2000-08951 
p. 7/17, 7/24, 7131, PJl 
The folla,t,ingperson(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
SUPERIOR SMlf 
4153 Lafayette St. 
Rive!side, CA 92503 
Riverside County 
Julieta Montoya (N"1N) 
• 153 Lafayette St 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is condlded by a 
lndMdual. 
Regislra1t has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictitious 
name{s) listed above. 
I declare that all the iriormation in 
!his statement is tue and correct. (A 
registrant who declares as rue, nf1X· 
maoon v.!iich he IX she knows to be 
false is !1,ritty of a crime.) 
s/. Jufieta Montoya 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself auttv:xize the use i1 !his state 
of a fictioous business name in viola-
tion cl the rights of another llllder 
federal, state, IX common law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun~ of 
Rive!side on 07~ 
I hereby certify that this copy is a oar-
reel copy of the original statement on 
Nein my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expi'es five years 
from the date t was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fditious 
Business Name Statement mJSt be 
fied before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself author-
ize the use in this state cl aFictitioos 
Business Name in vlilation of the 
rigl'ls of another unde,, federal, state 
or common law (See Section 1441f , 
The fotlolling person(s) is (are)doing 
business as: 
CPS SEPTIC AND SEWER 
18456 Chd<ory Dr. 
Rivers~e. CA 92504 
Riverside Coun~ 
lrinea Diaz de Broce 
18456 Chd<ory Dr. 
Rivers«fe, CA 92504 
Tlis business is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the IK:titious 
name(s) lisied above. 
I declare that an the information in 
this statement is true and conect. (A 
registrant who declares as true, infor-
matioo with he IX she kncws to be 
false is glilty of a crime.) 
s/. lrinea Diaz de Broce 
The filing of this statement does not 
of lsetf authaize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name 11 m 
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, ll' common law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
• Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07XJ9/08. 
I hereby certify that th~ copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bus11ess 
name statement expires five years• 
from the date n was Red in the Office 
of tie County Ciert. A new Fd.lixJs 
Busiriess Name Statement must be 
filed bel:>re that time. The Ring of 
this statement does not itself author-
ize the use in this state of a Fdi,Js 
Busiriess Nam& in violaoon of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or comroon law (See SedKlO 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
6 Months - $800 48 Months - $3,200 
12 Months - $1 ,600 60 Months - $3,200 , Et Seq., B~ness and Professions Code( 
Larry W. Ward, Coun¥ Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008--08793 
p. 7117, 7124, 7131, 817 
24 Months - $3,200 
correctjonaf cook 
Upon Hire - $500 
6 Months - $500 
12 Months - $1 ,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s16,000 Total 
36 Months - $2,000 . 
48 Months - $2,000 
60 Months - $2,000 
s10,ooo Total 
correctjonal senjor Food service Worker 
Upon Hire - $500 36 Months - $2,000 
6 Months - $500 48 Months - $2,000 
12 Months - $1,000 60 Months- $2,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s10,000 Total 
• Hire/Retention Bonus. for Qualified Candidates Only -
Paid Over Five Year Period. 
To apply and for more information on these positions 
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department, visit our website at www.jojnrsd.org 
Larry w. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08739 
p. 7117, 7124, rm, 817 
The fobiing person(s) is (are) doing 
rosiness as: 
SUNSHINE CLEANING SERVICES 
19869 Paso Rolies Dr. 
Rive!side, CA 92508 
Riverside County 
lsmelda Vilchez (NMN) 
19869 Paso ~es Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by a 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the lictitioos 
name(s) is1ed above. 
The foflolling person(s) s (are) doing 
business as: 
BRANDONS DINER 15 
24626 Somymead BMI. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Rive!side County 
Brandora Diner A,B Inc. 
16846 Orangecrest Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
CALIFORNIA 
This busiress is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo 
transact busiless under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all tie infonnation in 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
Black Voice News 
Buil.ding Better Communities 
• 
The Black Voice News Page 8-5 Thursday, July 24, 2008 · 
Continued from Page 8-4 
~istrant woo declares as lrue, llfor-
mation wtich re or she knolls to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Annando Beonez, P~~ent 
The 6ing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictiliOIJS busineSS name 11 ma-
• lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et seq b &p code} 
Statement fi1ed with the Coonty of 
Riverside on 07/03/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a a,r-
red ropfof the original statementoo 
ffie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name st.atement expires &le yeara 
from the date n was filed in the Office 
ct the Comly Clerk. A new Fdilious 
Business Name Statemern must be 
Ned before that lime. The filing of 
this statement does not lseff autror-
~e the use ii this state of a Fidltioos 
Bu~ness Name in l'illalioo of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
er commoo law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Counly Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08630 
p. 7/17, 7fl4, 7131, 811 
The fc&wilg peoon(s} ~ (are) doi1g 
oosiness as: 
TCS PROPERTIES 
74987 Chateau Ciide 
Indian Weis, CA 92210 
Riverside Coonfy 
PO. Box 4413 
Palm Desert, CA 92261 
Caron Doma Reasor 
74987 Chateau Cir. 
Indian Weis, CA 92210 
This oosiness is COl!ducted by a 
lndMdual. 
Registrant has not yel begun to 
transact business under the fditioos 
name{s) lis1ed above. 
I declare Iha! all the ilformation in 
this stateirent is true il1d cooed. (A 
registrant woo declares as lrue, infor• 
mation whai re or she knows to be 
false is guity of a crime.} 
s/. Ca'Ofl Reasor 
The Ring of this statemen1 does not 
ol itse1 authorize the use in l!is state 
of a fictitious business name in 'lida-
tion of the rights <i another under 
federal, state, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode) 
Sta1emel11 filed wi)h the Coun\y of 
RiverSlle on 06/27/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropi ~ a Cl)[• 
red ropy of the original statement on 
ffiein my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name slatement expwes five yeara 
from the date It was filed in the Office 
of theCounly Oe!k. AnewFd.iioos 
Business Name Statement must be 
iJed before that time The fillQ of 
t1is statement does not itsett author-
~e the use il this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vootioo of the 
rights of another under ferJeral, state 
or commoo law 1see Seclioo 14411, 
Et Seq,, Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Counly Clerll 
FILE N0.1-2006-02058 
p, 7/17, 7124, 7131, 811 
The following peoon(s) is (are) dang 
business as: ' 
INSTA LUBE AND TUNE 
4399 Main St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
RmdeCoun\y 
Joseph Carl Foster 
3811 Bella Torre Rd. 
Pelris, CA 92571 
Helen Jacqueline Foster 
3811 Bella Tl¥!e Rd. 
Perris, CA92571 
This business is conducted by a 
Husband & W~e. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business lllder the fditious 
name{s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true il1d cooed. (A 
~istrant who declares as lrue, infor-
ma1ioo whdl he or she knows to be 
false is gllitty of a crime.) 
s/. Joseph Foster 
The fil~ of l!is staterrent does not 
of isett authorize the use in th~ state 
of a fictitious busness name in viola-
oon of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or commoo law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Counly of 
Riverside oo 07114Al8. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a (l)[-
red ropy of the original statemel11 oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk A new Ficlilious 
Business Name Staterrent must be 
6ed before that time. The fif119 of 
this statement does not itsett author· 
~e the use 11 this state of a FIClitious 
Business Name in ooation of the 
rights of another under federal, slate 
er rommon law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code), 
Larry W. 'Mid, Coun\y Clerk 
F)LE NO. R-2008-08971 
p, 7/17, 7124, 7131, 811 
• The follO\\ing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
GENTIE CHICK FASHION 
3664 Kansas St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside Counly 
Helen Jacquelne Foster 
3811 Bella Tone Rd. 
Pelris, CA 92571 
Joseph Carl Foster • 
3811 Bella Torre Rd. 
Perris, CA92571 
This oosiness is Wlducted by a 
Husband & Wife_ 
Registrant has not yet begun· to 
transact business ll1der the ficlitioos 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the infcrmation n 
this statement is true and oorrect. (A 
registrant who declares as true, inlor-
matioo which he or she knows to be 
false is gtifty of a crime.) 
~. Joseph Foster 
The Nil'IJ of this statemerl does not 
of itsett a~e the use in this slate 
of a fi:titiOIJS business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or commoo law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement ijed with the Coonly of 
Riverside on 07/14/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a CO!· 
red ropy of the oo~nal statement on 
fileiomyofoce. 
NOTICE: This ficlttious oosiness 
name statement expires five yeatt 
from the date tt was filed in the Office 
of the Coun\y Cle!l A new FIClitious 
Busms Name Statement must be 
6ed be!ore that time. The fil119 of 
thi; Statement does not itsett Suther• 
~e the use n this state of a FIClitious 
Business Name in 'Mfalion of the 
rg1ts of another under federal, state 
or commoo law (See Sectioo 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professk>ns 
Code), 
l.rry W. Ward, Coun~ Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-0897~ 
p, 7/17, 7124, 7131, 811 
The kilO\ling person(s) is (are)doing 
business as: 
PUPUSERIA MIGUELENAS 
RESTAURANTE 
5310 t.4ission Blvd., Suite 'A' 
Riverside,CA.92509 
Riverside Counly 
Antonia Maria CallllOS 
32075 Pm Cooe Drive 
Rlllling Springs, CA 92382 
Th~ business is conducted by 
lnci'lidual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact bu~ ooder the fic1ilious 
name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that al the nformation in 
this statement is lrue and correct. (A 
~nt who declares as true, infor-
matioo which he or she knows to be 
false is gtilty of a crime.) 
s/. Al.tonia Campos 
The filing of this statement does nd 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious oosness name in viofa-
tioo of the rights of another under 
federal, state, er rommon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) • 
Staterrent fi~ with the Comly of · 
Riverside on 07/15/08 . . 
• I rereby certify that this cqJy is a rrx-
red ropy of the original statement oo 
ffie in myofb. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statemel11 expires five years 
from the dale i was lied in the Office 
of the Coon\y Clerk A new F!Clitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
~ed beb'e that lime, The fling of 
this statement does not itself author-
~ the use 11 this state of a Fiditxx!s 
Business Name in 'Mfation of the 
rgJts of ariither under federal, state 
er coornon law (See Sectioo 14411, 
Et Seq., Busness ail Professions 
Code), 
Larry w. Waro, Coumy Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09013 
p, 7fl4, 7fJ1, 811, 8114, 
AMENDED 
The follolling pe!SOll(s)is (are} doing 
lxJsiness as: 
ELDEREOGE CONSTRUCTION 
8992 Rossini Ct 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riverside Comly 
Veiongo T uihalamaka (NMN) 
8992 Rossini Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Niuafe T lihalamaka (NMN) 
8992 Rossini Ct, 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is ronducted by 
Husband & Wile. 
Registrant has not yet begun IO 
lra:lsatt business under the littioous 
name(s) fisted above. 
I declare that al the infoonatioo ii 
this statement is true ard oonect. (A 
registrant woo declares as true, infer-
mation v.1lich re or she knows to be 
aisgvrltyof a crime.) 
s/. Veioogo Tlihalilll8ka 
The liling of this statement does not 
of itself autil:lrize the use in th~ state 
of a fictitious bu~ness name in viofa-
tioo of the rights of another under 
federal, stale, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq, b &p rode} 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 00/13/0I!. 
lherebycef1ifytt.itl!is~isa(l)[-
rect ropy of the original statemenl oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictnious business 
name statement ex~res five years 
from the date i was ffled in the Office 
ri the Coomy Clerk. A new FIClitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
fifed before that lime. The fifing of 
this statement does not itself autoo" • 
ae the use n this stale of a FICtiliius 
Business Name in 'Mfatioo of the 
rights of another IJ1der federal, state 
er rommon law (See Section 1«11, 
El Seq., Business and Prolessions 
Code). 
Larry W. Waro, Coon~ Cerk 
FILE NO R-~7668 
p, f:119, 6126, 7/J, 7110, 7124, 7131, 
M, 8114 
The folo'l,ing person(s) is (o} doing 
· business as: 
CASTLEBLACK RESOURCES -
LC ELLIS FOUNDATION 
25780 v~ Jacara Coort 
Moreno va1ey, CA 92551 
RiversideCol.11\y 
G\vellleeEllis 
25780 v~ Jaaira Ca.11 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is ronducted by 
lndiwlual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fK:litious 
name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that an the information 11 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registral11 w11o declares as true, inf or• 
mation which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
~. Gweri l. Ellis 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ilsett autil:lrize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tion ·of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or rorM100 law (sec. 
1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside oo 07/16/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a ror-
rect copy of the onginal statement oo 
file11myoffice. 
NOTICE: This fictrtious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was nled in the Office 
of the Coon\y Clerk. A new Fictitious 
B~ness Name Statement rrust be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
l!is statement does rd lseff atJhor. 
ize lhe use in l!is state of a Fictitious 
Business Name il W>lation of the 
rights of another under federi, state 
er commoo law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Corle). 
Lall)' W. Ward, Coun\y Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09110 
p. 7124, 7131, M, f/14 
Thefolowing persor(s) is (are) doing 
busness as: · 
CHOCOLATE CRUSHES 
1080 lov,~ Avenue, Apt. Q17 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rivmde Coun\y 
1450 University Avenue 
PMB Ste F-154 
Riverade, CA 92507 
Latrina Failey 
1080 Iowa Avenue, Apt. Q17 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is ronducted by 
lnd~idual. 
Registrant rommenced to transact 
busineSS unde! the fK:litious busi-
ness name(s) ijsted above on 
01/01/2008, 
I dedare that all the ilformalioo in 
l!is statement is true and rorrect. IA 
reg~trant who dedares as true, 11for-
matioo 'llliicll he or she knows fo be 
false is i}Jity of a crime.) 
s/. Latrioa Failey 
The filng of this statement does not 
of itseW arthorize the use in this state 
of a fictioous bu~ness name in lio~-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Rive~de oo 07/14/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a a,r. 
reel ropy of the original statement on 
file in myofb. 
NOTICE: This ficlnious business 
name statement expi~ five years 
from the date It was 6led i1 the Office 
of the Coun\y Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement rrust be 
filed before that tine. The Ning of 
this statement does not itself author-
ize the use in tlis state of a F !Clitious 
Busiless Name il violation of the 
rights of another ll1der federal, state 
or rommon law (See Section 14411, 
Et ~ /, Business and Professms 
Corle). • 
Larry w. waro, County Cl~ 
FLE NO. R-2008,-08975 
p. 7124, 7131, M, 8114 
Thefcilowing peoo,(s} is (are) doing 
lxlsness as: 
CLEANSTONE 
9302 Cauchy Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside County 
Juan Carlos Elias 
9302 Cauchy Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is ronducted by 
lndivwal. 
RegstraJrt has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fditioos 
name(s) lisled above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and cooed. l,A 
registral11 ~t,o dedares as true, ilfor-
mation 111\ich he or she knows lo be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Juan Carlos El~s 
Tre filllQ of this statement does oot 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
of a fictioous oosiness name in ma-
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, er common ~w (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode) 
Statement ffled with the ColM1ty of 
Rivei'skfe on 06/30/08. 
I rereby certify that this copy is a ccr-
rect ropy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
nane statement expires five yeais 
from the dale n was lied in the~ 
of the Coun\y Clerk. A new F!Ctioous 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed beklre that lime. The filing of 
this statement does not ilseW auttor-
ize the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Narre in villation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
er rommon law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code~ 
Larry W. Ward, Comly Clerk 
FILE NO. R-200S-08436 
p, 7124, 7131, 811, 8114 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
CNG AUTO SALES 
12510 Magnolia Ave., Unit #H 
Riveraide, CA 92503 
Riveraide Coorly 
P.O. Box 552 
Corona, CA 92878 
Hossein Sliekarfroush 
12510 Magnolia Ave., #H 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fict1ious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the uiformatioo i1 
this statement is true and correct. (A 
registrant who decla-es as true, infor-
mation 'lllidl re or she knows lo be 
false is guity of a crime.} 
s/. Hossein Shekarfroush 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itself autil:lrize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name n viola-
tion of the rights of anot/Jef under 
federal, state, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode} 
. Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Riveraide on 07/16/08. 
I hereby certify that tlis copy is a cor-
rect copy of !lie original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five yeara 
from the date tt was filed in the Office 
of the Coun~ Clerk. A new FK:titious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not Isett author-
ize the use in this stale ct a Fdilious 
Business Name in roation of fie 
rights of ardher unde! federal, state 
er rommoo law (See Section 14411, 
B Seq., Business and Professions 
Code~ 
Larry W. Ward, Coooly Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09125 
p, 7/24, 7131, 811, 8114 
Thefcfu,wig persoo(s) is (are) doi1g 
business as: 
D'CYAN STUDIO 
30993 Venona St. 
lake Elsinore, CA 91530 
Riveraide Counfy 
Bma Lopez T umer 
30993 Verona St. 
lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
This business is ronducted by 
lndrvidual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fK:litious 
name(s) l~ted above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and CO!!ecl (A 
registrant who declares as lrue, infor-
malioo which re or sre knows to be 
false is guity of a aime.) 
s/. Elma Turner 
The ffiing of th~ statement does not 
of itsett authorize the use in this state 
ef a fK:litioos business name n vicia-
tion of the lights of another under 
federal, state, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Riverside on 06/25/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a ror-
red ropy of the original statement on 
file in my office, 
Nonce This fictitious business 
name statement expires five yeara 
from the date It was ffied 11 the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new Fi:tioous 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
l!is statement does not lseff author-
ize the use in this state of a FJCtitious 
Business Name 11 violation of the 
rights of ardher t.nder federal, state 
er common law (See Sedion 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
~vertise 
Larry W. W.rd, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-iooa®61 
p. 7fl4, 7/J1, 811, 8114 
The fching person(s) is (are)doing 
business as: 
ELITE SHEET METAL 
53 78 Concha Drile 
Mwa Lerna, CA91762 
R~erside Coun\y 
Elizabeth Gawrich (NMN) 
537B Concha Drive 
Mira Lerna, CA 91762 
James Gawrich (NMN} 
5378 Coocha Drile 
Mira Loma, CA 91762 
This bu~ness is conducted by 
Husband & Wre. 
Registrant rommenced to transact 
bu~ness under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
011.11/2004, 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is 1M and CO!reCl. (A 
registrant woo declares as true, infor-
matioo which he or she knows to be 
false~ guilty of a aime.) 
s/. Elizabeth Gawricil 
The flling of l!is statemeri does not 
of ltsett autil:lrize the use in this state 
of a fictitious business name in viola-
tioo of the rights of another under 
federal, slate, or commoo law (sec. 
1440 et~ b &p rode) 
Statement ffed witti the Coonfy of 
Rivers~e on 07/09/08. 
I hereby certify that th~ copy is a ror-
rect ropy of the original statement on 
file ii my office. 
NOTICE: This fJClit1ous rosiness 
name statement expires five yeara 
from the date tt was filed in the Of'ice 
of the Coon~ Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ilselt author-
ize the use in this state of a FictitiOIJS 
Business Name in viofatioo of the 
rights of o'lolher under federal, state 
or rommon law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and Pro!essions 
Code}. 
Larry W. Ward, Colrl\y Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08789 
p, 7124, 7/31, 811, 8114 
The follo\\ir,;i person(s) is (are)dcing 
business as: 
HOMELAND FINGERPRINTING 
LIVE 
6833 Indiana Ave., Sutte 204 
Riverside, CA 92506 
R~rsideCounly 
After-Hours Fingerprinting LLC 
15229 Rosewood Circle 
Fontana, CA 92336 
CM.IFORNIA 
This oosiness is conducted by 
limited lia~li\y 
~nyi?al1ners/iip. 
Regis~ant has not yet begun to 
ransact business lllder the fic1ilious 
name(s) r5ted above. 
I declare that all the informatioo in 
~ statement ~ true and cooed. (A 
regisnnt v.1lo declares as true, infor-
matioo which re or she knows lo be 
false is gtilty'bf a crime.} 
s/. Ezekiel Gonzalez Member 
The filing of this statement does not 
of nsett authorize the use in this state 
of a fictitious busiless name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Statement fi ed with the County <i 
Riverside on 07/16/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a (l)f• 
red copy of the original slatement on 
file ii my ofoce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires fi'le yeara 
from the date tt was ffied in the Office 
<i the Comly Cle!k. A new Fdilious 
Business Name Statement must be 
6ed before lhat lime. The ijing of 
lhis statement does not iseff author-
ize the use in this state <i a Flclitirus 
Business Name in oolation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
er rommon ~w (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professioos 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Counly Oerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09214 
p, 7fl4, 7131, 811, 8114 
The fo!owil'IJ persoo(s) is (are) doing 
lxJsiness as: 
JAIME AND RICHARD PHOTOG-
RAPHY 
7530 'Orcharu Street, Apa1ment 38 
Rmile, CA 92504 
R~erside Coun\y 
J!llles Raiard Hasler, Ill 
7530 Orchard Slreel Apa1ment 38 
R~mile, CA 92504 
Jaime Lynn Has'er 
7530 Orcharo Streel Apartment 38 
R~ersile, CA 92504 
This business is ronducted by 
Husband & 'Mfe. , 
Registrant ~ to transact 
business 111der the fi:titious busi-
ness name(s) l~ted above on 
11/05/2003, 
I declare that afl the infumlation in 
this statement is true and carect. l,A 
regis1ral11'111iodecia~ as true, infor-
mation which he er she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. James R. Ha~er. HI 
The filir,;i of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this stale 
of a fictioous business name in villa-
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statemern filed 'Mth the Co111\y of 
Riverside on 07/09/08. 
I hereil'/ certify that this copy is a cor-
rect ropy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitioos business 
nane statement ei~res five yeatt 
from the date I was filed in the Olfi:e 
of the Courly Clerk. A new F IClitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed befcre that lime. The fiing of 
this statement does not i1sel author• 
ize the use in th~ state of a FIClibous 
Business Name in villation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or romnon law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Waro, Coun\y Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-08788 
p, 7124, 7131, 811, f/14 
The~owing person(s)is(are} doing 
business as: 
LARRY'S IRONWORKS 
7171 Jurupa Avenue, Unn 2 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Rivmide Counly 
Daniel Jonathan AlJer 
7171 Jurupa Ave., Unn 2 
Rivera~e. CA 92504 
This bu~ness is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Registrant rommenced lo transact 
business under the fK:lilious busi-
ness na~( s) isled above on Juy 
2005. 
I dedae that all the information il 
this staement is true and rorrect. (A 
registrant who dedares as true, infer-
mation whiql he or she knows lo be 
false IS guilty of a crime.) 
s/.DarlefJ.~er 
The fling of this ~lement does not 
of iself autil:lrize'the use in this state 
of a fictitious bu~ne.5S name in vda-
tioo of the rights of another under 
federal, slate, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Riverside oo 071.11/08. 
I rereby certify that trus copy is a (l)[-
rect copy of the original statemem on 
lie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious rosiness 
name statement expires five yeara 
lrom the date It was ffied in the Office 
of the Coun~ Clerlt A new Fdilious 
Business Name Statement rnust be 
filed before that lime. The fililg of 
this statement does not ilsel oo1/ior-
ize the use in this stale of a Flclitious 
Business Name in liolatioo of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or commoo law (See Sedior1 14411, 
Et Seq,, Business and Professilns 
Code), 
Larry W. Ward, Coun\y Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09249 
p. 7124, 7131, M, f/14 
The following peraoo(s) is (are) d<ing 
business as: 
LAN ENGINEERING 
LAN 
20 Empire Drile 
Lake Fores1, CA 92630 
Orange Coomy 
I 
lm & Nascimento Engineering 
Corporation 
20 Empire Drive 
lake Forest, CA 92630 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
This business is ronducted by 
Corporatioo 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fK:lioous 
name(s) isled above. 
I declare that all the informalion in 
this statement is true ll1d rorrad. (A 
~istrant 'lllio declares as true, ilfor-
matioo llflich he er she knows fo be 
false is i}Jity of a aine.) 
s/. William G. Nascimento, President 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ilsel authorize the use in tlis state 
of a fictifuus business name il liola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state, er rommon law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Riverskje oo 07/15/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a ror-
red ropy of the origina statement on 
file i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 'business 
name· statement expires five yeara 
from the date tt was ffled in the Office 
of the Coun~ Clerk. A new Fciilious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The iling of 
Iris $1alement does not lseff atihor-
ize the use in this state of a Fi:titious 
Business Name in 'IIOlation of the 
rights of another under federal, state 
or romrroo law (See Sectioo,14411, 
Et Seq., Business and Protessms 
Code). 
tarry w. Waro, eoo111y Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09030 
p, 7124, 7/J1, 811, 8114 
Thefok#ling pe!SOl1(s) is (are} doing 
busiless as: 
PREFERRED INTERIORS 
44452 Nghthallt Pass 
Temerula, CA 92592 
Riversk!e Coun\y 
Greg Dean Watsoo 
44452 Nghthallt Pass 
Temewla, CA 92592 
This business is ronducted by 
lndi'lidua. 
Registrant coovnenced to transact 
busiless under the fictitious bus~ 
ness name(s) listed above on 
04/07/08. 
I declare that all the information in 
l!is statement is true and oonect. (A 
registrant who declares as true, ilfor-
matixl 'IITiich he or she knows fo be 
false is ~ilyof a aine.) 
s/, Greg Watsoo 
The filing ct this statement does not 
of i1sett authorize the use in this state 
of a fictioous business name ~ liofa-
tioo of the rights of another under 
federal, stale, er common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rrvmoe on 07/16/08. 
I herell( certify that this copy is a(l)[-
rect ropy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five yeara 
from the date I was lied in the Office 
of the Coon\y Clerk. A new FIClitious 
Business Name Sta1ement ITl<Jsl be 
fi~ befae that time. The filing « 
this ~ement does not ilsel authcr-
ize the use i1 this state of a Fictifuus 
Busriess Name in villation of the 
righ1s of another under federal, stale 
or common law (see Sectioo 14411, 
Et ~. Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry w. Waro, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2008-09078 
p, 7124, 7131, 811, 8114 
The lollowing person{s)is (are)doil'IJ 
oosiness as: 
SJK ENTERPRISES 
13024 Day St. #204 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Rivers~e Coun\y 
Stephen Joseph Kepler 
13024 Day St #204 
Mereno Valley, CA 92553 
Angela Marie Gordon 
13024 Day St #204 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 _ 
This business is conducted by 
Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not ye1 begun lo 
transact busiless under the ictitious 
name(s} isled above. 
I dedare that all the irlormalion in 
this statement is l:ue and correct. (A 
registrant who dedilllS as true, infor-
mation wtich re or she knows lo be 
false is guity <i a aime.} 
s/. Stephen J. Kepler 
The ijing of this statement does nd 
of itself authorize the use in this state 
ofafi:titiousbu~nameinviola-
tion of the ~ts of another lllder 
federal, state, or coomon law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p rode} 
Statement fi~ with the Counly ct 
Riveraide on 07/16/08. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a (l)[-
rect copy of the original statement oo 
6e in my office. 
NOTICE: This lictnious business 
name statement expres five years 
from the date It was fi~ in the Office 
of the Cool~ Cl~. A new Fictioous 
Business Name Statement must be 
6ed before that time. The filing ct 
this statement does not ilself author-
~e the use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another und&- federal, state 
or common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions 
Code). 
larTY W Ward, Coolly Cle!k 
FILE NO. R-2008-09109 
p. 7fl4, 7/J1, .PIT, f/14 
The fol~ perron(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
ZOO FOR YOU 
20975 Sky Ridge Rd. 
Sky Valley, CA 92241 
Riverside COUl1\y 
Arthur ,bJJen True, Jr. 
20975 Sky Ridge Rd. 
Sky Valley, CA92241 
Nancy Ann True 
20975 Sky Ridge Rd. ., 
Sky Valley, CA 92241 
This business is conducted by 
Husband & Wife. 
fwgistrant rommenced lo transact 
business under the fK:litious busi-
ness name(s) !isled above on 
05/06/2003, 
I declare that all the infcrmalion in 
this statement is true and rorrect. (A 
registrant who declm as lrue, inbr-
mation fflCh te er she krotls to be 
false~ guilly of a crime.} 
g, Mliur Allen True, Jr., VK:e 
Pres«lent 
The 6irg of this statement does nd 
ol itself authaize the use in tlis state 
of a fictitilus business nilne in viola-
tioo of the rights of another lllder 
federal, state, or rommon law (sec. 
1440 el. seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the Coun\y of 
Riverside on 07/09/08. 
I herebycertifylhathis~isa(l)[-
rect ropy ol the original statement on 
fileil my office. 
NOTICE: This ficlilious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date tt was fifed i1 the Office 
of the Coun\y Cle!k. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement rrust be 
filed before that tine. The filing of 
ltis statement does not itself author-
ize theuse in this state of a FIClilious 
Busiless Name in l'illation of the 
rights of another lllder federal, state 
or common ~ (5ee Sedioo 14411, 
Ef Seq., Business and Professions 
Code), 
Larry W. Waro, Coon\y Clert 
FILE NO. R-2008-08790 
p, 7124, 7131, 811, ll/14 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP OF 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE 
LICENSE 
Date of Fling Appication: June 11, 
2008 
To Whom It May Concern: 
The Name(s} of the Applian~s) 
is/are: 
PARK CHANG HUI 
The ap~icants listed above are 
applyil'IJ to the Department of 
Alcoholk: Beverage Conli"ol 10 self 
alcol'olk: beverages at 
2955 VAN BUREN BLW. 
STE. 02-03 
RIVERSIDE, CA 925Q3,5673 
Type of ficense(s) appfled for. 
41- ON-SALE BEER AND 1'11NE -
EATING PLACE 
p, 7124 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMIN-
ISTER ESTATE OF 
ROSCOE C. FORD 
CASE NUMBER HEP 00119! 
To al heirs, beneficiaries, aednora, 
c:ontinge111 credltcrs, and peraons 
woo may othelwise be interested in 
the wift er estate, er both, of: ROS(l)8 
C. Ford. A petitioo for Probate has 
been filed by: Gloria D. Ford i1 the 
Superior Coort of California, Coun\y , 
of: Riverside. The Petition for ,,, 
Probate requests that Gloria D. Ford 
be appointed as peraonal repiesen-
tatile to administer the estate of the 
decedent. The petition requests the 
decedent's will and rodicils, n arry, be 
admitted lo probate. Tre w~ and any 
rodid~ are available for examinatioo 
i1 the fi'e kept by the crurt. The pefi. , 
lion requests authority the estate ..:, 
under the Independent • 
Admilistration of Eslates M (This t 
authority win alow the personal rep-
resentative to take many actions 
without obtaining court aWoVal, • 
• Before taijl'IJ certail very mportant 
aclioos, lmever, the personal repre-
sentative will be required lo give 
notice fo interested persons un~ , 
they have waived notice or consent- • ·: 
ed to the proposed action.) The inde-
pendent adrrinislration authority wil ' 
be granted uness an interested per-
soo files an objection lo the petilion 
and shows good cause why tie court 
soould not grant the authority. A hear-
ing oo the petition wil be hekl in this 
court as foOows: August 19, 2008, 
Time: 8:30 a.m. Dept:: Hm!. Sl.l)erior 
Coort of California, Counly of 
Rivers~e, 880 N. State Street, 
Hemet, California 92543, Family 
Law. If yoo oljecl to the granting of 
the petitioo, yoo should appear at the 
hearing and state your oliections or 
file ~Tillen objections with the court 
before tie re.ring. Your ~nee , 
may be in peraoo or 11/ your attorney. 
W you aie a credncr or a c:onlingen1 
credlor of the decedenl ~ must ~• 
file your claim with the COll1 and mail 
a copy to the personal representative 
appointed by the court within four ' 
months from the date of firat 
isslJarlce of letters as proviood i1 
Probate Codesecliln 9100. The Lme 
kir filing daims will not expire bekire 
w months from the hearing date 
noticed above. Yoo may examine the 
lie kepi by the court. W you c1e a per· 
soo interes1ed in the estate, you may 
file with the court a Request for 
Special Notk:e (form DE-154) of the 
filing of an ~verncry and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition or 
account as prO'lided in Probate Code 
section 1250. A Request for Special 
Nooce form is available from the 
iXXJrt derk. AJtomey for petitioner: 
Mi:hael C. Cooti, Attorney at law, 
Bloom & Rud baugh, 901 S. State 
Street, Sune 100, Hemet, California, 
(951)652-1400 
p, 7/17, 7124, 7131, 811 
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Building Better Communities 
Page B-6 Thursday, July 24, 2008 
New Joy Baptist Church Celebrates Women's Day· 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
inspirational . message. There 
will be a fellowship dinner fol-
lowing the morning service. 
On Saturday, July 26, 2008 , 
from 9:00 a.m - 12:00 p.m. there 
will be a free Pre-Women's .Day 
Conference. The community is 
invited to help the church cele-
brate this momentous occasion. 
Come and by blessed. New Joy 
Baptist Church is located at 5694 
Jurupa Ave. Riverside , Ca. Rev. 
Paul S. Munford, Pastor.· For 
more information please call 
951-779-0088. New Joy Baptist Church will 
be celebrating Women's Day 
~008, Sunday, July 27, 2008, at 
10: 15 a.m. The guest preacher 
will be Evangelist Dorene 
Path of Life Ministries Fundraiser to Feed the Homeless 
Curruth-Norris from 
Portsmouth, Virginia. 
· Evangelist Norris is a dynamic 
and anointed woman of God .. 
She will be accompanied by an 
evangelistic team. Attendees 
will be greatly blessed by her Rev. Paul S. and Shirley Munford 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Path of Life Ministries' 
Homeless Advisory Council is 
honored to sponsor a fundraiser 
dinner on Saturday, July 26, 
2008 from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
The public is invited to the din-
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S.mday 8:30an & 11 :00an 
Young Adul I Bible Study 
Tue&Jay 7:00pm 
WinoomeWooneoo~y Service 
Woones:lay 5:00 - 7:00pm 
- Bible Class For All Age, 
STIAN FELLOWSHJP 
COME 
.WORSHIP 
WITH US! 
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6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
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Classes 
Worship 
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Tues. Bible Studies 
Thurs. Bible Studies 
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Michael Edwards 
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www.newbcbc.org JammB. Jr & Ctaudet1eEJ11s PoSlor and RrSI lady 
ner themed "Hope is a 
Partnership." Ticket proceeds 
will benefit Path of Life 
Ministries Homeless Services 
and GUMBO Ministry for meals 
provided to the homeless shel-
ters. The event will be hosted by 
the First Baptist · Church of 
Riverside at 550 Alessandro 
Blvd ., Riverside, CA 92506. 
Purchase a table for 6 at 
$225.00 or individiaul dinner 
tickets at $25 .00 and hear more 
about Path of Life Ministries and 
how to partner with the organi-
zation in meeting the needs of 
the homeless in Riverside. 
Council members Michael 
Gardner, War9 1 and, Rusty 
Bailey, Ward 3 will be the guest 
speakers for the evening. 
D0nations are tax. deductible. 
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